18th, 19th & 20th October 2019
Alexandra Palace, London N22 7AY
Tickets include FREE entry to Mind Body Soul Experience
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FOR OM YOGA SHOW LONDON 2019 VISITORS
AT: PRIMALPANTRY.COM Code: PRIMALYOGI
*Full T&Cs apply. Valid until 31/12/2019. FREE delivery. UK orders only.
Single use code, not to be used in conjunction with any other oﬀer or discount.

Welcome
18th, 19TH & 20th October 2019
Alexandra Palace, London N22 7AY (sat nav)
The OM Yoga Show is back at Alexandra Palace for another amazing weekend!
In 2019 we’re celebrating our fifth year at this incredible venue – the perfect spot to spend
three days immersed in the world of yoga. Good vibes all around at the People’s Palace!
Our mission at the OM Yoga Show is to prove that yoga is for everyone, regardless of
age, gender, body type or ability. Throughout the weekend, you can take part in over
200 classes that are suitable for all levels. We’re introducing a brand new SignYoga class,
giving deaf people the opportunity to join in, and Inclusive Dynamic Yoga, which will
celebrate diversity and nurture all the shapes, all the colours, and all the minds.
Alongside this, we’re bringing together yet another group of incredible teachers to
lead classes covering everything from chocolate yoga and singing bowls, to CBD oil and
yin yoga. There’s something for everyone at the OM Yoga Show!
New this year is the Paiste Chill Zone – a special area of the show where we invite you
to enjoy a relaxing moment of calm in amongst the relaxing sound of the gong. It may be
just the spiritual reboot you need…
All this, plus our showcase of exhibitors, who are on hand with everything you could
want or need. From yoga leggings and yoga mats, to supplements and snack bars – start
making your shopping list now!
And finally, don’t forget to head to stand H1 and say hello to the OM Yoga & Lifestyle
team – subscribe over the weekend and you’ll receive one of their famous goody bags.

Thank you to our sponsors

#omyogashow
We would love to see and hear about your experience
at the show - please feel free to share your thoughts and
images with us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter!

/yogashow
@yogashow
omyogashow
COVER IMAGE:
Photographer: Cecilia Cristolovean
(yogaandphoto.com)
Model: Tina Eriksson (tinarawyoga.com)

Dates for your diary
Vegan Life Live
14th & 15th March 2020
Alexandra Palace, London
OM Yoga Show Manchester
24th, 25th and 26th April 2020
EventCity, Manchester
OM Yoga Show London
16th, 17th and 18th October 2020
Alexandra Palace, London
Mind Body Soul London
16th, 17th and 18th October 2020
Alexandra Palace, London

Show Information
18th, 19TH & 20th October 2019
Alexandra Palace, London N22 7AY (sat nav)
Information
The OM Yoga Show London:
Alexandra Palace, London N22 7AY (sat nav)
18th, 19th & 20th October 2019
Exhibition Opens: Friday:
11am-6pm
Saturday: 10am-6pm
Sunday: 10am-5pm
ONLINE

ON THE DOOR

1 Day Adult
1 Day Concession*

£12
£10

£15
£12

2 Day Adult
2 Day Concession*

£19
£16

£24
£20

3 Day Adult
3 Day Concession*

£26
£21

£33
£26

Admission
Children under 16 are free but must be
accompanied by a paying adult.
*Concession: OAP (over 60), Disabled,
Unemployed, Students in full time education
(proof will be required on the door).
Book online at omyogashow.com
or call 01787 224040
Catering
A selection of vegetarian and vegan hot
and cold food, snacks and beverages will
be available throughout the event.
Workshop & Lectures
Advance tickets are available via our credit
card hotline on: 01787 224040. Alternatively
all tickets can be bought online via our
website omyogashow.com
Workshop tickets are available on the
day subject to availability. All presenters
and exhibitors are correct at the time of
going to press. Prime Impact accept no
liability for programme changes beyond

our control. Audio and visual recording
of the workshops, lectures and stage
demonstrations are strictly prohibited and
subject to copyright.
Admission to free open classes and
lectures do not require a ticket, Please
arrive at the designated room/area
approximately 5-10 minutes prior to the start
time. Paid for workshops require a ticket
which are available from our ticket orderline
01787 224040, or online omyogashow.com
Tickets are available on the day from the
main reception desk and are subject
to availability.
For all Workshop/Classes
It is advisable to come suitably dressed in
loose comfortable clothing and that you
bring sufficient water, a shawl or extra top
and towel.
It is advisable not to eat two hours
before class and for maximum benefits,
not less than one hour after. Please advise
the teacher of any ill health or problems,
especially heart conditions, epilepsy, high or
low blood pressure prior to any workshop.
Mats will be provided in all workshop rooms
and Open Class areas. You do not need to
bring your own mat.
Organisers
Prime Impact Events & Media Ltd. Park
House, The Business Centre, Earls Colne
Business Park, Earls Colne, Colchester,
Essex CO6 2NS.
Tel: 01787 224040 | Fax: 01787 223535
Email: info@primeimpact.co.uk
Web: primeimpact.co.uk
The OM Yoga Show is intended as a source
of information only. Prime Impact can not
be held responsible for the conduct of their
exhibitors or the advice offered by them.
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To Move is to Live, is to Love
At Garuda we understand the scope and functionality of movement. We take movement
and dissect it and make it available in its simplest of forms, or most complex patterns. We
coax the intelligent body in finding its true confidence, strength, endurance and flexibility.
Garuda is a movement meditation.
We draw from the ancient martial arts, yoga asana
and pranayama practice, Pilates and the different
dance techniques to understand the space
within and around us.
We are an ever growing family of
like minded people that believe
that through movement we
make the world a better
place. We work hard to
be better versions of
ourselves and, as teachers,
our physicality is only
matched by our care and
compassion to our clients
and those around us.
At Garuda we believe
to move is to live,
is to love.
To find out more about
The Garuda Method and
The Garuda Academy visit
us at www.thegaruda.net or
email info@thegaruda.net

How To Get There
BY CAR
Car park spaces are free and offered on a first
come, first served basis. Please note that car
parks fill quickly and as such we recommend
using public transport to avoid disappointment.
SAT NAV POSTCODE: N22 7AY
Major roads have signposts ‘to Alexandra Palace’
1 mile from the North Circular Road (A406)
5 miles from the M1 (Junction 2)
8 miles from the M25 (Junction 25)
DISABLED PARKING
There are dedicated accessible bays in the
Grove car park and the East car park in front of
the Ice Rink.
LONDON UNDERGROUND
To plan your journey please visit the TFL
website at www.tfl.gov.uk
The nearest underground stations are Wood
Green on the Piccadilly line and Finsbury Park
on the Victoria line. Free Shuttle bus from
Wood Green tube station from 10am every
20 mins throughout the weekend.
BUS
The W3 bus runs from both of these tube
stations and will take you to the Alexandra
Palace Ice Rink stop or Palm Court entrance.
The W3 runs every 5-8 minutes Monday to
Friday, 6-10 minutes on Saturday and 9-12

minutes on Sundays. The W3 from Finsbury Park
station, stop B towards Northumberland Park.
Journey time approx. 10 mins. In addition to
the W3 from Finsbury Park and Wood Green
underground stations, if you are travelling from
North London the 184 towards Turnpike Lane
Station stops at Alexandra Palace Station.
The 184 runs every 7-11 minutes Monday to
Friday, 6-10 mins on Saturday and 10-12 mins
on Sundays.
FREE SHUTTLE BUS
There will be a free shuttle running from
Wood Green Tube Station & Alexandra
Palace Train Station to Alexandra Palace
on all open days. The shuttles will start 30
minutes prior to show open and finish 30
minutes after the show closes.
TRAIN
Alexandra Palace has its own British Rail Station
(Alexandra Palace Station). A regular train
service runs direct from Moorgate (weekdays
only) or from King’s Cross, changing at
Finsbury Park.
Free Shuttle bus from Alexandra Palace
Station from 10am every 20 mins throughout
the weekend. Or alternatively the W3 bus will
take you to Alexandra palace or walking takes
(15-20 mins.) directly to the venue.

FREE SHUTTLE BUS

Friday 18th October, Saturday 19th October, Sunday 20th October
From Wood Green Tube Station &
Alexandra Palace Train Station to the event
Starts 10am Friday
9am Saturday & Sunday
(Approx every 20 minutes)
Last bus leaves
Alexandra Palace at 6.30pm Friday
& Saturday
5.30pm Sunday

WATER REFILL POINT

You can refill your water bottles at STAND 15
located in Mind Body Soul Experience.

yogabliss.co.uk
yogawear, mats, bags,
props, accessories, gifts &
wholesale for men & women

20% OFF
use code

'show20'
offer expires 31st October 2019
terms & conditions apply

The

Wellness
L e ct ure area

Friday 18th, Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th October 2019
Free to attend lectures, suitable for all.
Located in the Mind Body Soul Experience, admission free
11.00am (Sat & Sun only)
Habits for Happiness

2.30pm
Healthy Mind,
Healthy Diet

11.30am
Tips for Healthy
Relationships

3.00pm
Getting Good Sleep

12.00pm
Clear Your Emotional
Clutter

3.30pm
The Enlightened Self
(Panel discussion)

12.30pm
Easy Raja Yoga
(Panel discussion)

4.00pm
Meditation Experience
4.30pm
True Wealth

1.00pm
Meditation Experience

5.00pm (Fri & Sat only)
Positive Thinking in
a Nutshell

1.30pm
A Beautiful Mind Meditation Experiments
2.00pm
True Self-Respect

Organised by Brahma Kumaris, London
Globalcooperationhouse.org / Brahmakumaris.org
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YOGA BOLSTERS, YOGA NIDRA MATS,
EYE PILLOWS, MAT BAGS & GIFTS

Ethically produced in partnership
with women in India

F
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www.yogaunited.com | office@yogaunited.com | 020 8361 1882

YOGA THERAPY WORKSHOPS & COURSES

Making connections for personal insight
& professional development

www.yogaunited.com/education | education@yogaunited.com | 020 8361 1882

YOGA RETREATS & BESPOKE HOLIDAYS IN INDIA

Going places you won’t find in your guidebook

www.yogaunited.com/yoga-holidays | holidays@yogaunited.com | 020 8361 1882
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Abakus Foods
Abel & Cole
Acroyoga Sanctuary
ACROYOGADANCE
AffyBaLe - Health, Beauty & Wellness
Amayour Surf
Amazon Yoga Centre
Ambling Traders
Animal Equality
Asanas Yoga Vosges
ASHBY AROMATHERAPY
ASQUITH
Atmananda Yoga Sequence
AURUM ACTIVEWEAR
Ayuray
Ayurvedic Yoga Massage UK
Azulfit
B Loved Candles & Body Care
Balens Ltd
BAM Bamboo Clothing
Bandit Bee
BE HERE & LOVE
Be Kind Magazine
Bearfoot Breaks
Beautanix
BGi.uk
Blissmala Jewels
Blossom Yoga Wear
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
Boundless
Boxxfresh
BREATH COACHING FEDERATION
Buddha Pants UK
Calma Day
Cats Protection
Cat’s Protection
Ceramica
Charaka Wellness Ltd
Charney Manor, Conference and
Retreat Centre
CNM - College of Naturopathic
Medicine
Colour Flow Activewear
Combe Grove
Conscious Chocolates
Copper Collective
CorkYogis
Devi Dolls
Ditital Yoga Academy
doTERRA
Dylan Ayaloo Training Academy
Earthen Living
Elephant Yoga
Elite Supplements
Embody Your Soul Purpose
Essential Designs London The Prints
of India
ETERNAL BLISS
Evolve Movement Education
FABRIKK LLP
Fierce Calm Yoga
FitLine
Forever Living
Freddie’s Flowers
Free Spirit
GAIA Handmade Fabrics
Ganeshism Studio-Gallery
Gluteywear
Good Yoga Life
Grass & Co.
Guide Dogs
Halcyon Naturals
Happy Scents
Healing Interpretation & Mineral
Analysis of Hands
HECK!
Hempsmile
HOLDEReight
Hoop and Wellness by Hoop
Hustle Flow
Hot Yoga South
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Hotpod Yoga
hush hush chefs
Hypno-Mind Meditation
ILU FITWEAR
iMEDicare Uresta
In MBS Listing
IN MBS LISTING
Inclusive Trade - #shopbyimpact
Inner Guidance Retreat Centre
Iyengar Yoga UK Yoga: The Path to
Holistic Health
JIIV®
Jilla Active
Jivita Ayurveda
Jung Shim
Jure Jemon
Kalika Candles
Kati Kaia
Kats Kalma
KEMETIC COLLECTIVE yoga wear
Kijani Living
Klara Goldy ~ Sacred Interior Design
Kleem
Koko Dairy Free
KT London Loose Leaf Tea
Kundalini Yoga Teachers Association
Labante London
LINK IS IN MBS LISTING
Link Nutrition
London Institute of Thai
Yoga Massage
Love All Ways Yoga
Lumina Jewellery
Mad Jessie
Made By Coopers Apothecary
Mahi Vegan Street Food
Mama Luna
Massage World Magazine
Master Sha Tao Centre
Matcha Works
Maya Fiennes
Mayura Yoga
Mèka
Michelle Tuck Jewellery
MINDBODY
Mindful Chef
MINDFUL EATING
Mindism and Meditation Cushions
Moon Karma, artisans from Nepal
Mooncup® Menstrual Cup
Movement For Modern Life
Myga Yoga
Ndulge
NISSIM
NITARA
NunéMoné
Nuzest
Office Om
Om Prakash & Sons
OM Yoga & Lifestyle Magazine
ONDETO
Organ(y)c
Paiste Chill Zone
Pavilion Ayurveda Healthcare
Perkier
PHANTAI
Philly Aime Naturals
PlantBased Magazine
Plaristo
Playa Negra Yoga
Practical Magic
PURE Crystals Water Bottles
PYLGRYM
Quantum Sobriety
R Consultancy
Rainbow Yoga
Raja Yoga Meditation Brahma Kumaris
Ratnakara Villa
RAVI YOGA GOA
Raw Gorilla
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Real Remedies
Re’Bel Crystals
Red Light Wellbeing
Red Red Super Stews
Renewall Water
Riverford Organic Farmers
Rosie Hill Henna
RUN & RELAX
Sahaja Yoga
Salty Lamps
Sculpt Activewear
Senser Spirits
Shakti Shanti
Shakti Veda Spa
Shanti Jewellery
Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Centre
So We Flow...
Souls Massage Flip Flops
Special Yoga
SPIRITUAL WELLBEING
Spritz Wellness
St Palo
Supercoherence Water Frequency
SW3 Studio
Sweet Revolution
Talula Little
Teen Yoga Foundation
Tera Kaur Yoga
The Big Retreat Wales
The British Wheel of Yoga
The GYROKINESIS® Method
The Hemperie
The Linseed Farm
The Little Tibet
The Organic Zen
TnP Accessories
TOETOE SOCKS
TOTEM TEA
Trimurti Yoga
Tropic Skincare
Tropika UK
TRUVIV
TRUVIV
TYNAFIT
Urban Veda
VEDIC COSMOS
Vega - plant-based nutrition
Vegan Life Magazine
Vegbred
Vitamix
Vivo Life
Wearing nothing but a pretty skirt
WEDOYOGA
WellnessParlour
Westlab
Willow Yoga
X-HAIL MEDITATION
X-POLE
Yan Sophokleous - Energy
Flow Systems
Yatay Sustainable Yoga Equipment
Yoga Budi
Yoga Creative - RUTH Wheeler
Yoga Leggs
Yoga Studio
YogaBeez Children’s Yoga School
YogaCourse.Com
Yoga-Mad
Yogamasti
yogamentor.yoga
YOGANCHOR
Yogandha Yoga Oils
Yogi Health / Yogi Veda
Yogi Tea
Yotism
YuYu Bottle
Zen Ki Yoga®
zen mini
ZENAGOY

Yoga Teacher Training
♥ Foundation Course
♥ 200 hour TT

Offering professional yoga
training since 1972

♥ 500 hour TT
♥ Bridging Course

www.friendsofyoga.co.uk

♥ CPD days
Teach the

you love

Mats
Bags
Blocks & Bricks
Small Props
Meditation
ToeSox / Tavi Noir
Wholesale
Find us on Stand L2
YOGA-MAD.COM

secretary.fryog@gmail.com

Stand Listings
Centre Big Juice
Freshly prepared juices & smoothies. Healthy,
nutritious & delicious.
bigjuiceltd.com
A1 Atmananda Yoga Sequence
Emphasis on harmonizing breath
and body awareness with safe
yoga alignment.
atmananda.com
A2 Hypno-Mind Meditation
Rapid relaxation solution - refresh and reboot in a
busy life.
mindarthypnosis.com
A3 Hot Yoga South
Hot Pilates, Vinyasa, Bikram Method, Yin, Plus Hot
Yoga Teacher Training.
hotyogasouth.com
A4 Office Om
We help increase workplace
wellbeing, with movement, mindset
and mindfulness
officeom.com
A5 Fierce Calm Yoga
Not for Profit, raising funds and awareness for our
charity partners
fierce-calm.com
A6 R Consultancy
Pure Cocoa Butter from Grenada and Sulphur
Soap from St Lucia.
rconsultancy.org
A6 WellnessParlour
WellnessParlour makes powerful potent products
that restore vitality to the body.
wellnessparlour.com
A6 Ndulge
Cruelty-free, Handmade Skincare to soothe dry &
sensitive skin.
ndulge.co.uk
A7 TRUVIV
TRUVIV - TRUE VITALITY - BEST MASSAGE EXPERIENCE
TRUVIV.COM
A8 hush hush chefs
Freshly baked quiches and pies with choice
of salads
hushhushchefs.co.uk

A13 London Institute of Thai
Yoga Massage
Professional accredited Thai Yoga
Massage diploma training from the
UK’s premier school.
learntomassage.co.uk
A14 Mindism and Meditation Cushions
Awesome meditation cushions and a Spiritual
Sanctuary in Thailand.
mindism.net
A16 Evolve Movement Education
Moving Fascia® Fascial anatomy courses and
online education.
evolvemovementeducation.co.uk
A17 Blissmala Jewels
Sacred Mala Jewellery. Handcrafted with loving
intentions.
blissmalajewels.com
A18 Abel & Cole
Organic Fruit & Veg delivered to your door.
abelandcole.co.uk
A19 The Little Tibet
Luxury Himalayan textiles & Wellness.
TheLittleTibet.com
A20 KT London Loose Leaf Tea
Loose leaf Health Teas and ‘on the go’ Tea
filter bottles.
ktlondon.co.uk
A21 Red Red Super Stews
A range of delicious vegan stew pots inspired by
Africa.
theredred.co.uk
A22 Ambling Traders
A Range of Traditionally Handcrafted Ayurvedic
Copper Water Bottles.
amblingtraders.com
A23 Philly Aime Naturals
Handmade, All Natural & Vegan Friendly Bath &
Body Products.
phillyaime.co.uk
A24 Klara Goldy ~ Sacred Interior Design
Unlock your souls design: Reclaim Joy and Thrive!
klaragoldy.com

A25 Ratnakara Villa
South Sri Lanka luxury retreat and
holiday venue.
ratnakara.co
A26 Spritz Wellness
Range of Aromatherapy products; Atmosphere
Mists, Yoga Mat Spray, and Scented Eye Pillows.
Designed to stimulate the senses, calm the mind or
energise the soul.
spritzwellness.com
B1 Movement For Modern Life
The Netflix of Yoga” (Vogue). The very
best teachers in your home.
movementformodernlife.com
B2 Gluteywear
Female Active and Athleisure Wear. #GluteyTribe
gluteywear.com
B3 Copper Collective
A range of products to alkalise the body and
restore health.
B4 Myga Yoga
The world’s most eco friendly
yoga brand.
myga-yoga.com
B5 Happy Scents
Ribbon wick pure soy wax vegan
friendly scented candles and reed diffusers.
happyscents.co.uk
B6 Supercoherence Water Frequency
Water magic for the 21st Century.
supercoherencewaterfrequency.com

B8a Grass & Co
A holistic CBD-based and botanicals health and
wellness brand. A Life Enhanced by Nature.
grassandco.com
B7 Sahaja Yoga
Achieve your own inner peace
through self-realisation and meditation
- Sahaja Yoga is always free.
sahajayoga.org.uk
B8 Mindful Chef
UK’s favourite healthy recipe box.
mindfulchef.com
B9 HECK!
Flavour you can swear by.
heckfood.co.uk

B10 St Palo
The St Palo necklace range brings you a new way
to diffuse organic aromatherapy
www.stpalo.com
C1 Good Yoga Life
Good Yoga Life offers classes and events in
London and yoga retreats abroad.
www.goodyogalife.com
C1 Digital Yoga Academy
Online Business & Marketing Training and Resources
for Yoga Teachers.
digitalyogaacademy.com
C2 Rainbow Yoga
Learn to teach engaging and
creative yoga to children,
families & communities!
rainbowyogatraining.com
C3 Labante London
LaBante London is a PETA approved
Vegan & Sustainable accessories brand with its
handbags designed in the UK.
labante.co.uk
C4 Amazon Yoga Centre
A Yoga Retreat Centre in the heart
of the Peruvian Rainforest.
amazonyogacentre.com
C5 Mad Jessie
Unique Limited Designs. Strong Fabrics. Meet your
new Forever Leggings.
madjessie.com
C7 PURE Crystals Water Bottles
Reusable glass water bottles with removable
gemstones for your wellbeing.
purecrystalswaterbottles.co.uk
C9 The GYROKINESIS® Method
Flowing Movement for a Balanced
body.
gyrotoniclondoncrouchend.com
C10 Link Nutrition
Premium Food Based supplements. Boosted with
mushrooms.
www.linknutrition.com
C11 So We Flow...
Men do yoga. We do yoga wear for men.
soweflow.com
C12 Cats Protection
A great way to support cats who have
been abandoned.
cats.org.uk

Stand Listings
D1 YuYu Bottle
Soothe body & mind with the world’s
first long hot water bottle.
yuyubottle.com
D1a Yogandha Yoga Oils
To bring your practice into your every day.
yogandha.com

BALENS

Specialist Insurance Brokers

D2 Balens Ltd
Balens are a fourth generation, family
run Insurance Brokerage focusing on
guidance, support and service.
balens.co.uk

D3 Tropic Skincare
Natural Vegan Tropic Skincare and Premium
Zinzino Supplements
tropicskincare.com/pages/soniafourie
D4 Bandit Bee
Sexy, trustworthy, comfortable women’s
athletic wear, sizes from XS-XXXL
banditbee.co.uk
D5 Kati Kaia
Creative Natural Rubber Eco-friendly Yoga Mats.
www.katikaia.com
D6 GAIA Handmade Fabrics
Our mission is to support ethnic
minorities, protect their heritage, and
support the educational needs of the
children of the Tribes.
GAIAHandmadeFabrics.com
D7 YES! Fruit & Nut Snack Bars
A brand new delicious snack range of
distinctive fruit & vegetable and nut
bars
nestleprofessional.co.uk/our-solutions/yes-snacks
D8 Tropika UK
Award winning “Jamu” wellness skincare made
from Virgin Coconut Oil.
tropika.co.uk
D9 Animal Equality
Global animal protection
organisation working with society, governments
and companies to end cruelty to farmed animals.
animalequality.org.uk

D10 B Loved Candles & Body Care
Vegan friendly, natural
aromatherapy candle & body care products.
blovedcandles.com
D11 Master Sha Tao Centre
Discover How to Use the Power of
Soul to Experience Health,
Happiness, Wellness and More!
mastershataocentre.co.uk
D13 WEDOYOGA
Step onto your mat in style! Shop Eco-Friendly
Yoga & Pilates clothing with WEDOYOGA.
wedoyoga.co.uk
D15 yogamentor.yoga
Swami Saradananda, internationallyrenowned yoga/ meditation teacher,
author and mentor.
yogamentor.yoga
D16 Beautanix
Natural and Organic skin care, vegan and cruelty
free.
beautanix.com
D17 Mama Luna
Bespoke, handmade Yoni steam seats - reclaim
your feminine power
www.mamaluna.net
D18 Inclusive Trade #shopbyimpact
inclusivetrade.com brings you
sustainable and ethical products from
around the world.
inclusivetrade.com
D19 CorkYogis
Ultimate Grip, Ultra Hygienic,
Sustainable Cork Yoga Mats
corkyogis.com
D20 CNM - College of Naturopathic Medicine
CNM: training successful practitioners in natural
therapies In Class & Online
naturopathy-uk.com
D21 Amayour Surf
Beautiful tranquil yoga retreat center
near coastal village in Morocco.
amayoursurf.com

D22 ACROYOGADANCE
AcroYoga Teacher Training, Workshops,
Performance, Retreats & Academy.
acroyogadance.com
E1 Souls Massage Flip Flops
Souls surf and yoga wear, massaging
flip flops.
soulsfootwear.co.uk
E3 NITARA
Limited edition asana-wear made from
re-purposed plastic bottles.
nitara-london.com
E4 Shakti Veda Spa
Ayurvedic Lifetstyle Salon & Spa in North West
London. Ayurvedic Health consultations | Body
treatments | Detox | Beauty & Spa
shaktivedaspa.co.uk
E4a TOETOE SOCKS
Most comfortable toe socks you can ever find.
toesocks.co.uk
E6 Ganeshism Studio-Gallery
The cosmic symbolism of Ganesha
in art, available as originals and
reproductions, and unique yoga
retreats, set in Sri Lanka’s most idyllic
and tranquil locations.
ganeshism.com
E7 ASHBY AROMATHERAPY
Ashby Gifts range from pure essential oils to hand
lotions, candles & electric diffusers, your sense will
be spoilt for choice.
ashbyaromatherapy.co.uk
E8 The Linseed Farm
Farm fresh Linseed
products for health and beauty I LOVE it.
thelinseedfarm.co.uk
E8a Yoga Creative - RUTH Wheeler
Seasonal YogaCreative Retreats and Workshops
with Surrey based yogi and artist RUTH Wheeler.
yogacreative.co.uk
E9 TnP Accessories
Yoga Mats, Accessories and Vegan Products.
tnpaccessories.com
E9 Elite Supplements
One of the UKs leading suppliers of high quality
nutritional supplements.
elitesupplements.co.uk

E10 Sculpt Activewear
Powerful & Feminine - Modern
activewear specialising in
quality body sculpting high waisted leggings.
sculptactivewear.com
E11 Yatay Sustainable Yoga
Equipment
Planet friendly yoga
equipment. Never slip in Yoga again! Yatay.
yatayyoga.com
E12 Quantum Sobriety
Addiction programme based on
meditation, find FREEDOM in sobriety.
QuantumSobriety.com
E12 Inner Guidance Retreat Centre
Established UK venue to hold retreats,
events, and ceremonies.
InnerGuidance.co.uk
E13 HOLDEReight
Premium Yoga Mats, Clothing & Accessories.
holdereight.com
E15 Hempsmile
CBD & Hemp wellness.
hempsmile.co.uk
E17 Jung Shim
Regain physical energy and emotional
wellbeing through acupressure-based
energy treatments.
jungshim.org.uk
E19 Jure Jemon
We make quality yoga equipment.
jurejemon.com
E20 Abakus Foods
Superfood snacks: sweet jujube fruits & crunchy
seaweed crisps. Scrumptious - Nutritious - Glutenfree - Vegan - No nasties
abakusfoods.com
E22 BE HERE & LOVE
Beautiful, iconic and chic active
yoga wear, created for the Spiritual Yogi.
behereandlove.com
F1 Sweet Revolution
Fabulous alternative lattes using superfoods and
spices instead of coffee. Available in Instant and
Barista Blends. Organic, Vegan and Free-from.
sweetrevolution.co.uk

Stand Listings
F2 Healing Interpretation & Mineral
Analysis of Hands
Ashwin Pandya UtkarshaYogi gives fully
comprehensive healthy Mineral Analysis
in hands, Interpreting guidance, Karma,
Akashic records and past lives. Life consultant
palmist & hand reader from 1960’s in Festivals,
ashwinpandyayogi.co.uk
F3 Iyengar Yoga UK Yoga:
The Path to Holistic Health
1000 highly skilled Iyengar Yoga teachers make
yoga accessible to all.
iyengaryoga.org.uk
F4 BAM Bamboo Clothing
Leading yoga clothing for women &
men, made from bamboo. Super soft,
comfortable, sustainable, designed to flex & breathe.
bambooclothing.co.uk
F5 Yoga Studio
Premium Yoga Retail & Wholesale. All
International Brands Available. Best
Wholesale Prices. Leaders in Yoga Customisation.
yogastudio.co.uk
F6 NISSIM
Sustainable and stylish clothing for comfort perfect for yoga and travel. All carefully sourced
and lovingly hand-printed by Emma Nissim.
nissimlondon.com
F8 Kats Kalma
All natural skincare and home fragrance
katskalma.com
F9 Yoga Budi
Eco-friendly, multi-functional yoga
accessories.
yogabudi.com

F12 NunéMoné
NunéMoné, ethically hand-made yoga
wear from Bali, the Island of Gods.
nunemone.com
F12 Om Prakash & Sons
We believe the wonderful powers
of Malas, Gemstones & Rudraksha
belong to everybody.
omprakashandsons.com
F13 YOGANCHOR
Be grounded, be centered. The anchor
of your yoga journey.
yoganchor.com
F14 Koko Dairy Free
Come and try our vegan, dairy free
coconut based range.
kokodairyfree.com
F15 The British Wheel of Yoga
The Governing Body for Yoga in
England
bwy.org.uk
F16 Azulfit
More than a retreat, this is your
journey...
azulfit.com
F17 YogaCourse.Com
The world’s first Yoga Alliance
International Accredited Online and Blend Yoga
Teacher Training Courses.
yogacourse.com
F18 Teen Yoga Foundation
Supplying training to teachers and yoga
teachers to schools nationwide.
teenyoga.com

F10 TOTEM TEA
Organic, ethical & vegan delicious teas in zero
waste cheerful packaging. Come and try our new
organic Ayurveda & Hemp range.
totemteashop.co.uk

F19 Paiste Chill Zone
Need a break from the hustle and
bustle of the show floor? Then drop into our all new
Paiste chill zone for a quick spiritual reboot.
paistegongs.com

F11 Moon Karma, artisans from Nepal
Singing bowls and other yoga & meditation
accessories from Nepal.
moonkarma.com

G1 Yogi Tea
For more than 40 years, YOGI TEA®
has stood for delicious herb and spice
teas that are based on unique Ayurvedic tea recipes
with roots in the 3,000-year-old Indian philosophy
yogitea.eu

G2 Free Spirit
Ethically made, sustainable & organic yoga wear,
including leggings made from recycled plastic
bottles! 5% from each sale helps a child in need.
freespirit.co
G3 Michelle Tuck Jewellery
Express your creativity, and design your own
personal talisman using beautiful and delicate
handmade sterling silver and 18ct gold charms.
amuletsnartifacts.etsy.com

G15 Ayurvedic Yoga Massage UK
AYM school and community of
therapists in the UK and abroad.
aym.london
G15a Vivo Life
Plant based health supplements that
don’t cost the earth.
vivolife.co.uk
G16 Maya Fiennes
Join Kundadance! Maya wants to make
a billion people happy! Come and join
the Kundadance tribe!
mayafiennes.com

G4 SPIRITUAL WELLBEING
Spiritually curated selection of crystals, candles,
aromatherapy & incense.
wisemanproducts.com
G5 Yoga Leggs
Stylish yogawear brand offering
beautiful higher waisted leggings,
harem pants, slogan tops and yoga kit bags.
yogaleggs.com
G6 Urban Veda
Natural skincare brand based on the principles of
Ayurveda.
urbanveda.com
G7 Matcha Works
Bringing Matcha to the people.
matchaworks.co.uk

G17 Red Light Wellbeing
Boost your overall health with red
light therapy.
redlightwellbeing.com
G17a Playa Negra Yoga
A beautiful yoga retreat in Costa Rica.
playanegrayoga.com
G18 ILU FITWEAR
Beautiful activewear got real. For the modern
woman. We help women enjoy athleisure, with
pieces that make them feel stylish and fabulous
but are supremely comfortable and practical.
ilufitwear.com
G19 Riverford Organic Farmers
Organic veg box home delivery
service & online farm shop.

G8 Mooncup® Menstrual Cup
The Mooncup® is the original, trusted, soft silicone
menstrual cup
mooncup.co.uk

riverford.co.uk

G9 KEMETIC COLLECTIVE yoga wear
Yoga wear offering beautiful prints
from Africa.
kemeticcollective.com

H1 OM Yoga & Lifestyle Magazine
Subscribe this weekend and get
one of our famous goody bags!
ommagazine.com

G11 Hotpod Yoga
Join Europe’s largest
yoga business: Franchising
opportunities. Teacher training school.
hotpodyoga.com

H1 Vegan Life Magazine
Subscribe and save! Plus receive
a free goody bag.
veganlifemag.com

G12 TYNAFIT
TYNAFIT is a unique tribal & ethnic design inspired
Activewear brand
tynafit.co.uk
G14 Jivita Ayurveda
An organic wellbeing centre providing ayurvedic
treatments, consultation, education and a shop.
jivitaayurveda.com

H1 PlantBased Magazine
Subscribe and save! Plus receive
a free goody bag.
plantbasedmag.com
H1 Be Kind Magazine
Subscribe and save! Plus receive a
free goody bag.
bekindmagazine.com
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Stand Listings
H2 Guide Dogs
Guide Dogs provide mobility to people
with sight loss.
guidedogs.org.uk
H3 iMEDicare Uresta
Female Pelvic Health Solutions for
Incontinence Management and
Treatment.
mypelvichealth.co.uk
H4 Forever Living
Look better, Feel better. Forever The Aloe Vera
company.
H5 VEDIC COSMOS
Treasure House of Vedic Books
& Gifts crafted with exquisite
works of art.
vediccosmos.com
H6 Boundless
Activated Nuts & Seeds. Vegan,
gluten free and good for your gut.
weareboundless.co.uk
H7 Elephant Yoga
Beautifully Handcrafted Organic Cotton Yoga
Rugs & Bags.
elephantyoga.org
H8 Kundalini Yoga Teachers Association
Curious about Kundalini Yoga? Looking for classes
near you? Come to the KYTA stand to get all your
questions answered.
kundaliniyoga.org.uk
H9 Calma Day
Eco-friendly yoga clothing designed by yogis.
calmaday.co.uk
H10 RAVI YOGA GOA
New boutique beach retreat in Goa, a
Paradise location for your Yoga holiday.
ravi.yoga
H11 Special Yoga
We believe that all children are special and
deserve to experience peace, joy and
fulfilment of their potential and purpose.
specialyoga.org.uk

H13 Yotism
Yotism is a trainer in neuro-sensory and reflex yoga
practice.
yotism.com
H14 YogaBeez Children’s Yoga School
Leading provider of children’s yoga
and mindfulness teacher trainings in the
UK and overseas. Empowering children
and teachers.
yogabeez.com
H15 Rosie Hill Henna
Henna Artist, using aromatherapy handmade
henna, stain aftercare and screen-printed T-shirts.
rosiehillhenna.com
H17 Practical Magic
The Practical Magic Activation Deck is
a toolkit to activate your inner wisdom.
practicalmagicliving.com
H18 Devi Dolls
Boho Clothing for Little Goddesses
(Age 1-9)
devidolls.com
H18 PYLGRYM
Enlightened clothing for your
journey beyond the mat. Elevate your wardrobe
iampylgrym.com
H18a Charney Manor, Conference
and Retreat Centre
A residential retreat centre for yoga and
meditation groups
charneymanor.com
H19 Shanti Jewellery
Yoga-inspired, symbolic and
meaningful handmade sterling
silver jewellery.
silverati.co.uk/collections/shanti
H20 Aurum Activewear
Premium Canadian Activewear
Company
aurumactivewear.com
H21 Raw Gorilla
Raw Vegan and Paleo Snacks & Cereals
rawgorilla.co.uk

H22 Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Centre
Founded in 1957 by Swami Vishnudevananda and
teaching in yoga for over 45 years.
sivanandalondon.org
H23 BREATH COACHING
FEDERATION
As breathing scientists and breath coaches we
work on people’s dysfunctional breathing habits
that are the cause of more than 200 physiological,
psychological, mental symptoms they are facing.
breathcoachingfederation.org
BCF

J1 ASQUITH
Bamboo and organic cotton
yoga clothing. Flattering, elegant, comfortable,
amazing quality.
asquithlondon.com
J2 Yogi Health / Yogi Veda
Yoga & Ayurveda: Classes, Teacher
Training Academy & Events. Specialist
in Pregnancy, Ayurvedic Diet & Hypno-Birthing.
yogihealth.co.uk
J3 www.theorganiczen.com
CBD PRODUCTS. Pharmaceutical
Grade. Full Spectrum. Organic. Cold
Pressed. Vegan.
theorganiczen.com
J4 Perkier
Delicious, healthy snacks to keep
you feeling naturally perky!

J13 Mayura Yoga
Award Winning Seaside Studio
and Teacher Training Academy.
Workshops, Retreats, Dance-in-Yoga®.
Mayura Moon Meditation Cushion®.
mayurayoga.co.uk
J13a Asanas Yoga Vosges
Relaxing and rejuvenating 5*
luxury yoga retreat in the
Vosges Montains.
asanasyogavosges.com
J15 ZENAGOY
A healthy yoga practice starts with a healthy
yoga mat.
zenagoy.com
J16 Pavilion Ayurveda Healthcare
Premium Ayurvedic Health
Products, Speciality Organic
Herbal Teas and Massage Oils for healthy Yoga.
pavilionhealth.co.uk
J17 Kalika Candles
Candles reiki infused, reed diffusers paintings facial
massager, incense , cleansing kits and reiki healing
and shamanic energy healing.
kalikasalon.com
K1 Love All Ways Yoga
Mother & Daughter Yogini’s Sandra & Sofia ~
Retreats & Boutique.
loveallwaysyoga.co.uk

perkier.co.uk
J5 Buddha Pants UK
Multi-functional, unisex, yoga
harem pants and jumpsuits that
pack into their pocket.
buddhapants.co.uk
J6 Boxxfresh
Click & Pick Your Own Fruit & Veg
Home Delivery
boxxfresh.com

zen

J8 zen mini
Baby Yoga organic clothing,
accessorys and amber jewellery.
zenmini.co.uk

J10 Talula Little
100% Organic baby and toddler clothes,
promoting yoga through fashion.
talulalittle.com

thebuttafly.com

K1 Buttafly
The revolutionary prop for yoga,
meditation and back care

K2 Vitamix
LIVE VITAMIX® DEMONSTRATIONS.
New Vitamix Ascent. #FeedYourLife.
vitamix.co.uk
K4 Plaristo
Natural candles and lights.
plaristo.com
K5 Yogamasti
Artistic, Ethical And Practical Yoga Clothing And
Equipment From Yogamasti. New lines added
Show Discounts!
yogamasti.co.uk
K6 Renewell Water
We provide pure water on tap at your kitchen sink
renewellwater.com

Stand Listings
K7 Jilla Active
Ethically made seamless yoga clothing
designed in London.
jillaactive.com
K8 BGi.uk
We think about insurance so that YOU
don’t need to!
bgi.uk.com
K10 Mèka
Wide range of high-quality tea blends in
biodegradable teabags
meka.life
K13 International School of Dru Yoga,
meditation and Ayurveda
Research shows Dru Yoga improves
emotional strength, resilience to stress
and prevents injuries and back pain.
Workshops, retreats, online & teacher training.
druyoga.com
K14 Love Your Selfie Store
Positive affirmations creatively illustrated
on T-shirts, mugs, bags and more.
loveyourselfie.store
K15 Ceramica
Handmade spanish grating
plates.
ceramicaplate.co.uk
K16 Willow Yoga
Luxury Printed Floral Eco-friendly Yoga Mats
and Towels.
willow-yoga.com
K17 Freddie’s Flowers
We deliver gloriously fresh arrangements each
week for just £24 a pop!
freddiesflowers.com
K18 Nuzest
Nourish your Namaste with premium
plant based nutrition from Nuzest.
nuzest.co.uk
K19 Kijani Living
Experts in natural and organic
products’ we pride ourselves
on offering the best clean, natural and organic
beauty, supplements and superfood products
allowing our customers to live clean.
kijaniliving.com

K20 Sohavi - Jewellery with soul
designed by Nicci Dhamu
Effortlessly elegant, finest quality
jewellery including natural gemstones, 18K Gold
Vermeil in modern designs.
sohavi.com
L1 MINDBODY
Find and book the best fitness,
wellness and beauty services.
uk.mindbodyonline.com
L2 Yoga-Mad
Totally mad about Yoga! Studio quality
yoga equipment & props!
mad-hq.com
L3 Shakti Shanti
Beautiful Yoga clothing from South Africa with
stunning fabrics.
shaktishanti.com
L4 Essential Designs London The
Prints of India
We are specialised in traditional
Indian prints Kantha, yoga mats, tapestries and
stock our amazing woollen meditation shawls.
essentialdesignslondon.co.uk
L5 Yan Sophokleous - Energy Flow Systems
Bespoke Energy Flow Bodywork Massage Therapy
& Training.
yansophokleous.com
L6 Tera Kaur Yoga
Yoga Retreats in Barcelona, Health prints, Shungite
and Crystal stones.
TeraKaurYoga.com
L7 Embody Your Soul Purpose
Tantric Numerology, Kundalini Yoga and The
Ten Bodies.
roisinallanakiernan.com
L8 AffyBaLe - Health, Beauty & Wellness
Health, Beauty & Wellness Products. On
The Go Blender Bottles. Make delicious
smoothies on the go.
affybale.com
L9 JIIV®
Eco-friendly office supplies completely made from
waste and recycled papers.
jiivpencils.com

M4 X-POLE
World leaders in Pole and Aerial
Fitness products.

L10 Charaka Wellness Ltd
Ayurvedic wellness detox and greek retreat.
charaka.co.uk
x-pole.co.uk
L11 Earthen Living
Handcrafted, lifestyle and wellbeing
products inspired by tradition and
made with nature.
earthenliving.uk

M5 TRUVIV
TRUVIV - True Vitality - Best Massage Experience.
Truviv.Com

L12 Real Remedies
Organic Master Tonics - Original Remedies from
Ancient Recipes
realremedies.co.uk

M6 Raja Yoga Meditation - Brahma
Kumaris
Free courses and workshops in
Meditation, Positive Thinking, Self Esteem,
Overcoming Anger, and Stress Free Living.
brahmakumaris.org.uk

L12a Senser Spirits
Be transported with botanically active, alcohol
free Plant Spirits.
senserspirits.com

M8 ONDETO
Designer yoga mats that are beautiful,
functional and eco-friendly.
ondeto.com

L13 FABRIKK LLP
Cruelty-free accessories and
wearable tech, specialising in the
latest materials.
fabrikk.co.uk

M9 Re’Bel Crystals
Ethically sourced Crystals and gemstones, incense
and handmade jewellery.
facebook.com/rebelcrystals

L14 Lumina Jewellery
Hand-made, fair trade sterling silver and gemstone
jewellery.
luminajewellery.com

M10 MINDFUL EATING
Teaching the art of mindful eating for a
better quality life.
slimlinemindfuleatingplan.com

L15 Organ(y)c
100% certified organic, natural and vegan cotton
feminine hygiene products.
organyc.uk

N1 Bearfoot Breaks
Offering yoga, movement
and fitness retreats in deepest rural France
bearfootbreaks.com

L16 Trimurti Yoga
Yoga Teacher Training Courses:
India, Bali, New Zealand, Europe
trimurtiyoga.com

N2 Wearing Nothing But A Pretty Skirt
Yoga Inspired Greeting Cards to lift
your Spirits.
sucramyoga.co.uk

M1 Colour Flow Activewear
Ethically made in Brazil.
Comfortable, breathable, durable
and versatile athleisurewear. Not see-through.
Limited Edition patterns
colourflowactivewear.com
M2 The Big Retreat Wales
The feel good festival - 22 - 25 May 2020.
thebigretreatwales.co.uk
M2a The Hemperie
Sustainable eco fashion and more for all.
M3 Acroyoga Sanctuary
Workshops and retreats around the world.
acroyogasanctuary.com

N3 PHANTAI
Eco-friendly and Mindfully designed Yoga Mats.
phantai.co.uk
N4 Zen Ki Yoga®
Zen Ki Yoga is based on meridians,
anatomy and Traditional Chinese
Medicine.
thecentreofyoga.com
N4a Made By Coopers Apothecary
Clean beauty and aromatherapy
products to nourish the skin and soul.
madebycoopers.com
N5 SW3 Studio
Boutique lifestyle studio set in the heart of Chelsea.
sw3studio.com

Stand Listings
N6 Blossom Yoga Wear
Your New Fave Yoga Pants! Fashion
forward performance leggings, with a flattering, no
roll, high waist.
blossomyogawear.com
N7 Salty Lamps
Manufacturers for Himalayan Crystal
Rock Salt Lamps, Candle Holders, Bath Salts etc. All
products at exclusive prices at the show.
saltylamps.co.uk

N19 Ayuray
Conscious lifestyle products based
on Fairtrade, conscious choices and
sustainable practices.
ayuray.com
N20 Vegbred
Our Bread Is 100% Plant Based &
Absolutely Rubbish Free
vegbred.com
N21 Conscious Chocolate
Vegan, Raw, Organic, Handmade Chocolate Bars. Free from
refined sugars.
consciouschocolate.com

N8 Hoop and Wellness by Hoop Hustle Flow
Global play based fitness and wellness lifestyle
brand.
hoophustleflow.com
N9 Halcyon Naturals
Luxury candles with essential oils tailored to lift
your mood.
halcyonnaturals.com

N22 Dylan Ayaloo Training Academy
World class life transforming yoga teacher trainings
and transformation programs.
dylanayaloo.com

N10 ETERNAL BLISS
JEWELLERY
eternalbliss.de
N11 doTERRA
doTERRA Certified Pure Therapeutic Grade
essential oils.
mydoterra.com/karenarathbone
N12 RUN & RELAX
Scandinavian Yoga and Active Wear
runandrelax.com
N13 Cat’s Protection
Cats Protection is the UK’s largest feline
welfare charity.
cats.org.uk
N14 Massage World Magazine
Magazine focussed on Massage &
Bodywork.
massageworld.co.uk
N16 Westlab
Westlab is the UK’s no. 1 bathing
salts brand, and our mission is to
make premium quality, natural mineral wellbeing
accessible to everyone.
westlabsalts.co.uk
N18 FitLine
The simple, holistic approach to
wellness, fitness and beauty.
40257950.fitline.com

N23 Combe Grove
Combe Grove Retreat Estate,
set in 76 acres of ancient
woodland, near Bath.
combegrove.com
N24 Vega - plant-based nutrition
Join the world of Vega and feel the difference with
clean* plant-based nutrition.
myvega.co.uk
N25 X-HAIL MEDITATION
Meditation classes for ages 2-102 and teacher
training!
X-HAIL.ORG

www.kleem.co.uk

N26 Kleem
Authentic bespoke yoga inspired
creations balancing your Mind Body
and Soul.
kleem.co.uk

®

N27 BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
BodyHoliday Saint Lucia; the
ultimate getaway for body

and mind.
thebodyholiday.com
N28 Mahi Vegan Street Food
Vegan Doner, Hot Dogs, Curry Boxes,
Mac n’ Cheese plus much more!

Need a break from the hustle and bustle of the show ﬂoor?
Then drop into our all new Paiste chill zone for a quick
spiritual reboot. With over a century of history developing
and producing high quality gongs in their dedicated
North German workshop, Paiste are a world leader in
the manufacture of instruments for sound therapy and
meditation. Meet the company’s UK experts and ﬁnd out how
these instruments can enhance your yoga studios and retreats,
or simply enjoy a relaxing moment of calm.

www.paistegongs.com

The Self
Realisation Area
18th, 19th & 20th October
Achieve Yoga! - With Sahaja Yoga Meditation we normally sit on
chairs to achieve yoga, effortlessly & spontaneously. So there is no need for mats
or special clothing. This unique experience is open to all and will be taking place
continuously throughout the show. As Shri Mataji taught:
“There can be no peace in the world until there is peace within” Everyone
is welcome to come along and feel the natural and spontaneous awakening
of this indwelling potential energy.
Entering a state of Yoga even for a few moments every day transforms all areas of
our lives; Physical, Mental, Emotional and Spiritual. We come into harmony with the
world around us and feel less affected by the ups and downs of our everyday lives.
There is no charge as Sahaja Yoga Meditation cannot be paid for and is always free.
Sahaja Yoga will also be available on Stand B7

Giving you tools to inspire and empower the next generation
Certified teacher training courses
and workshops
•
•
•
•

Teaching Yoga to children
Teaching Mindfulness to children
Teaching Yoga & Mindfulness to Teens
Online courses available

Range of bestselling CDs/Audio for
children and teenagers for use at home
and school. NEW CDs/AUDIO AVAILABLE
calmforkids.com

info@calmforkids.com

I have loved all the courses
I attended at Calm for Kids. I
feel really supported, confident
and ready to teach. The
tutors are just fantastic; calm,
knowledgable and inspiring.

Senior UK teacher, teaching at
Triyoga, London since 2002

Transformative
Yoga Retreats
in Stunning
locations

"This was the best
holiday of my life"
Alex, Goa

UK 26 - 28 Jan
Goa , India
FebYoga
2020
Mummy
& Baby
UK 8 - 10 May 2020
WWW.JEFFPHENIXYOGA.COM

retreats@phenixyoga.com

Turkey Jul 2020
Greece Sep 2020

jeffphenixyoga

Charney Manor

A retreat centre in the heart
of the Oxfordshire countryside

Host a yoga retreat in this beautiful
13th Century manor house. Set within three
acres, we provide a variety of facilities, unique
atmosphere and inspired setting.

Fitness & Yoga Bootcamps
• Combining strength and fitness training with yoga
• Set in rural France, near Limoges
• Specialising in 1-2-1 and small groups
• 100% tailored to your individual needs
• Flexible dates and durations

info@bearfootbreaks

We offer 23 ensuite bedrooms,
two conference rooms, three
break-out rooms and high-quality,
traditional, home-cooked meals.
Contact us today.

www.charneymanor.com
Charney Bassett • Wantage • Oxfordshire • OX12 0EJ
Telephone: 01235 868206 • Email: admin@charneymanor.com

Raja Yoga Meditation Space
Run by ‘Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University’ - www.brahmakumaris.org/uk
20-minute guided taster sessions. Suitable for all. FREE to attend

Friday 18th, Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th October
10.30am - 10.50am (Fri & Sat Only)
Moments of Peace
Peace is as essential to sustain the soul
as water is for the body. Learn to nourish
the self and become an oasis that can
serve others.

2.00pm – 2.20pm
Unconditional Giving
Nature in harmony, like a fruit tree, gives
unconditionally. We too must become
generous. Whatever we feel we lack, it is
that, which we must first learn to give.

11.00am – 11.20am
Master Your Thoughts & Feelings
Raja Yoga meditation helps you to relax
easily, work calmly and live harmoniously.
Learn how to absorb life’s knocks and
challenges and stay feeling positive.

2.30pm – 2.50pm
Experiencing a Higher Power
Through the ages people have tapped
into the experiences of unlimited love and
boundless peace that transcends religion.
Whether you believe this to be universal
energy or a Supreme soul, it is an
experience open to anyone and everyone.

11.30am – 11.50am
Feeling Great – No Matter What!
Energise yourself with the power of
a positive attitude. Learn how to feel
fantastic no matter what!
12.00pm – 12.20pm
Connecting with God
Through the ages people have tapped
into the experiences of unlimited love and
boundless peace that transcends religion.
Whether you believe this to be universal
energy or a Supreme soul, it is an
experience open to anyone and everyone.
12.30pm – 12.50pm
Letting Go
Gently let go of past hurts by generating
good feelings in the present. Learn how
to forgive, become free and move on.
1.00pm – 1.20pm
Natural Relaxation
Learn how we can de-clutter our mental,
emotional & physical spaces so we can
enjoy our natural state of being, and invite
others to share this experience.
1.30pm – 1.50pm
Garden of Inner Light
Observe your true self. Go deep into
that self. Explore the inner light. Create
a garden of such beauty that others will
take inspiration from you.

3.00pm – 3.20pm
Healing Relationships
At home, at work, at school, meditation
can help sustain healthy relationships.
And when a misunderstanding happens,
it’s the means to improve the quality of
your feelings and interactions.
3.30pm – 3.50pm
Being Before Doing
Explore the art of simply ‘being’ by
observing and mastering your thoughts.
‘Being’ allows others to take what they
need from us. ‘Being’ benefits both sides.
4.00pm – 4.20pm
Letting Go
Gently let go of past hurts by generating
good feelings in the present. Learn how
to forgive, become free and move on.
4.30pm – 4.50pm
Feeling Great – No Matter What!
Energise yourself with the power of
a positive attitude. Learn how to feel
fantastic no matter what!
5.00pm – 5.20pm (Sat & Sun Only)
Simple Steps to Change Old Habits
They say old habits die hard…
Understand the process and transform
old ways of coping with life.

ONLY

£10
per
session!

Whatever you do in life, we believe that the more you get into it,
the more you get out of it.
The same is true of yoga. That’s why we created a truly immersive environment for a
supercharged yoga experience. Taking you deeper than ever into your practice by
delivering yoga in it’s most potent form.
Experience hot yoga inside of an otherworldly cocoon of glowing lights, heady aromas
and enveloping soundscapes, taking you a million miles from the everyday.
This is yoga reinvented, helping you breathe deeper into it, stretch further into it, sweat
harder into it, and really, really melt into it.
To understand it, you’ve got to experience it. Step into the pod and really get into it.

Friday 18th:
12pm - 12.45pm
1pm - 1.45pm
2pm - 2.45pm
3pm - 3.45pm
4pm - 4.45pm

Saturday 19th:
11am - 11.45am
12pm - 12.45pm
2pm - 2.45pm
3pm - 3.45pm
4pm - 4.45pm

Sunday 20th:
11am - 11.45am
12pm - 12.45pm
1pm - 1.45pm
2pm - 2.45pm
3pm - 3.45pm

To book tickets please go to omyogashow.com

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER

Panorama Workshop Room
Workshops cater for a range of abilities. Please check for class level.
Tickets for workshops can be purchased online at www.omyogashow.com
or from the workshop desk in main entrance on the day (subject to
availability). Mats are provided.

£10

11.30 - 13.00

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Mindful Flow and Practical Yoga
Self-Care with Adam Hocke,
Movement for Modern Life
Are you using your yoga practice as best as you can to
care for yourself, or are you just doing what the teacher tells
you to do? In this workshop, you will learn how to integrate
embodied mindfulness and intentions of self-care and selfcompassion into the yoga you love to practise, no matter
what the style is. You will explore new ways to check-in, set
intentions and act on them, and make choices that suit
your individual needs while in a mixed-levels class. You will
expand your yoga toolkit to include new techniques of selfmassage, rhythmic breath and movement, and accessible
yoga stretch and strengthening postures to develop a
compassionate and feel-good relationship with your body.
You will learn how to turn self-practice or any yoga class of
any style, even a sweaty level 2-3, into an opportunity for
care and compassion.

Admission £10

£10

13.15 - 14.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Look, No Hands!
with Adell Bridges
This fun and flowing vinyasa class will
take you through familiar postures
but in an unfamiliar way. Explore
the difference that you feel when
you move into and out of postures
without using your hands to get you
there. This class may challenge you,
but not in the way you think -- it’s
about understanding ourselves a
little deeper and sometimes that
means our egos take a bruising.
We’ll laugh and have fun as we
move through these variations that
will get the whole body involved.

Admission £10

£10

15.00 - 16.30

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Change Your Life In One Day:
Fundamentals to Breathing
with Nevşah
You can be healthy, happy, joyous, fulfilled, in peace
and love all the time, but only if you work on your
breathing habits which are disconnecting you from
feeling these! In Fundamentals To Breathing Workshop
you will have two full breath sessions and lots of
coaching. You will be working in groups of 3. Each group
will have a private certified breath coach working with
them privately. The breath coaches will be analysing
your breath, teaching you how to change your
dysfunctional breathing habits and learn new habits. In
this course you will also learn some exercises you can
continue practising each morning to deeply connect
with yourself and your breath.

Admission £10

£20

16.45 - 18.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Liquid Love
with Tara Stiles
What the world needs now is
love, sweet love. We’ll practice
moving with self-love on the
mat so we can align with our
real selves off the mat. How we
move is how we are. Practice
dropping the exhausting habit
of proving yourself to the world
and fall into being the liquid
love you naturally are.
Tara Stiles is the founder
of Strala, the revolutionary
approach to being, moving
and healing. Strala teaches
yoga, tai chi, and Traditional
Chinese Medicine, to help
people release stress, let go of
bad habits, and move easily
through all kinds of challenge.

Admission £20

Mats provided by

YogaStudio.co.uk

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER

Palace Workshop Room
Workshops cater for a range of abilities. Please check for class level.
Tickets for workshops can be purchased online at www.omyogashow.com
or from the workshop desk in main entrance on the day (subject to
availability). Mats are provided.

£12

11.30 - 13.00

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

The Ultimate Splits Workshop
with Martina Rando
The splits are a balanced and grounding pose. What’s the
best way to work on them? Focusing on strength, flexibility
and mobility in the entire pelvic girdle and thighs area is
my answer! During this workshop we are going to explore
a mix of hip openers and folds plus strength and mobility
drills. Martina is a certified Vinyasa Yoga teacher. She has
always found in movement a way to express herself and to
find balance within herself. She had been studying ballet
for her entire childhood and adolescence until she found
in yoga a bigger passion. The main theme of her classes
is balance between structure and fluidity, hardness and
softness, movement and breath. She teaches Vinyasa
and Hatha Flow with an open mind, she likes to take
inspiration from other yoga and movement styles such as
Dharma Yoga, Ashtanga and Acro Yoga as well as mobility
training. She is the founder of the online yoga community
#READYSETYOGA, and she offers online classes via Youtube
and her READYSETYOGA app.

Admission £12

£10

13.15 - 14.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Pincha Mayurasana with Sylvia
Garcia, Movement for Modern Life
In this workshop we will be looking at Pincha mayurasana,
the feathered peacock or forearm stand. This workshop
will begin with breaking down the key components of the
pose so that we fully understand what we are asking the
body to do. We will then have a play exploring alignment
and strengthening drills and techniques. We will also be
working in pairs and will be learning safe and smart spotting
techniques so that you can really explore your forearm
stand safely with confidence. Please feel free to make
any requests on forearm stand variations you might like to
explore! The workshop will be suitable for ALL levels. Those
new to inversions wanting to get a good foundation for the
posture and those who are comfortable with it already in
their practise will all be given things to challenge them.

Admission £10

£10

15.00 - 16.00

Beginners &
Intermediates

To book visit omyogashow.com

The Most Beautiful Acroyoga
Poses with Acroyoga Sanctuary
Acroyoga is primarily an artistic exploration
of body movement, combining yoga with
acrobatics. This specific form enhances body
awareness, balance, strength and flexibility. It also
encompasses trust building, communication and
a sense of unity. This workshop welcomes all levels
and is beginner friendly. No partner necessary. The
session will be as follows:
• An introduction to the workshop
• Warm up
• Tips on spotting/keeping the practice safe
• The most beautiful Acroyoga Poses
• Relaxing Therapeutic flying

Admission £10

£10

16.15 - 17.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

YIN PRACTICE with CBD OIL With Sue Yen Wan
A slow-paced style of Yoga with poses that are held for longer periods
of time: three to five minutes is typical. Yin Yoga poses apply moderate
stress to the connective tissue of the body, tendons, fascia and ligaments,
with the aim of increasing circulation in the joints and improving flexibility.
CBD oil to facilitated grounding calming effect. In this workshop we will
have a slow sequence of asanas that will help loosen and create fluidity
in the shoulder, back, hip area and hamstrings. The combination of Yin
practice and CBD can bring a whole new level of Zen into your life!
These sessions are designed to create a space for reduced anxiety and
stresses.To Relax. To Let Go. Expect to walk out of the workshop with your
hips swaying, open heart and Zenned out! NB: CBD primarily interacts
with the body’s endocannabinoid system (ECS), a grouping of millions
of cannabinoid receptors found throughout your body. While CBD is a
phytocannabinoid or plant-based cannabinoid, your body also naturally
produces cannabinoids, known as endocannabinoids. Almost every organ
of your body, including your skin and digestive tract, contains cannabinoid
receptors. The endocannabinoid system has four primary purposes
including neuroprotection, stress relief, immune response, and regulating
the body’s general state of balance, impacting faculties such as appetite,
sleep, mood, and pain receptors. CBD is derived from pure organically
grown hemp does not contain high levels of THC and will not get you high.
Hemp-derived CBD is not to be confused with marijuana. We will be using
THE ORGANIC ZEN CBD, participants will be given a 5% taster of CBD oil.

Admission £10

Mats provided by

YogaStudio.co.uk

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER

MOVEMENT FOR MODERN LIFE OPEN CLASS
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.30 - 12.00

All Levels

Yoga for Athletes with Clive Fogelman
An energetic sequence designed to build core muscular strength, get the
heart rate going and develop stamina. Movement is continual and fluid
targeting major muscle groups in upper and lower parts of the body.

All Levels

12.15 - 12.45

Glutes Strengthening Workout with Sylvia Garcia
Conditioning exercises to target your glutes! In our yoga practice, glutes
(the big muscles in your bottom) can get neglected. But strong glutes can
really help you to strengthen and stabilise your hips and lower back.

13.00 - 13.30

All Levels

Movement for Becoming Your Best You
with Mollie McClelland Morris
This short movement class is ideal for before a big event, or potentially
stressful situation or just anytime you want to tune in to ‘you’, to be the best
version of yourself. Great for giving your confidence back.

Teachers

13.45 - 14.15

Teaching Yoga for Transformation: Finding your
True Path with Lisa Sanfilippo
How do you keep your motivation, energy and authenticity teaching
yoga? How do you create practices that inspire people, and very
importantly, keep you engaged in your practice? How do you find your
niche in the wild world of yoga today, from yoga therapy to festival
teaching, focusing online or in person?

GET THESE FABULOUS TEACHERS DIRECT INTO YOUR HOME AT
MOVEMENTFORMODERNLIFE.COM. START YOUR FREE 14 DAY TRIAL TODAY.

14.30 - 15.00

All Levels

30 mins Of Power
with Dylan Ayaloo
A fantastic full-on power yoga class but
made shorter. A great idea if you’re in
a hurry. Join the yoga party whether
you’re an improver or intermediate,
Dylan offers modifications for you all.

All Levels

15.15 - 15.45

Everybody Flows Megamix with Adam Hocke
This well-rounded class will help you address the challenges or perceived
challenges to your flexibility and strength that may be limiting your
enjoyment of flow yoga.

16.00 - 16.30

All Levels

Moon Sequence For Pregnancy with Deanne Liew
A gentle largely standing pose moon yoga sequence. It can be practiced
in the second and third trimesters of pregnancy, it’s fantastic for safely gently
energising during pregnancy. A wonderful alternative to Sun Salutations!

All Levels

16.45 - 17.15

Sleep Recovery Yoga with Lisa Sanfilippo
Learn what not to do- the sleep saboteurs- and the best yoga based
tools to manage your energy during the day, so that you that you rest
well at night and wake up happier. Lisa introduces the Simple Sleep
Sequence to prepare your body and soothes your mind for a good
night’s sleep. Learn the best breath to de-stress, sleep better, and feel
more alert throughout the day.

Sponsored by

MOVEMENTFORMODERNLIFE.COM

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Atmananda Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.45 - 12.15

All Levels

Gratitude Flow with Hali Love
A beautiful all levels flow class centered in gratitude. Leave this class with a
heart full of thankfulness and love - for yourself and go all being in your life.
With over 20 years of yoga experience, this Canadian now living in Costa
Rica pours her heart and soul into her classes and presentations. A true
yogini who lives yoga in all that she does.

All Levels

12.30 - 13.00

Open Level Atmananda Yoga
Sequence with Jhon Tamayo
This vinyasa flow class is designed for those who already have a basic
foundation of thought, breath, and movement. This class integrates all
7 groups of asanas, connected to the 7 chakras that will increase your
energy, release tension, and build your immune system.

13.15 - 13.45

All Levels

Pranayama, the Power of Breath with Ravi Dixit
In this class with Indian yogi, Ravi, you’ll learn several pranayama breathing
techniques; these simple methods of using your breath will calm the mind,
purify the body and leave you feeling energised!

Beginners

14.00 - 14.30

Complete Beginners Atmananda Yoga
Sequence with Jhon Tamayo
This class is designed for the very very beginner that does not understand
anything about yoga and would like to learn how to start practicing yoga
on a daily basis. We will learn the 4 basic sun salutations as a foundation of
any good yoga practice.

KEEP YOUR MIND FRESH WITH YOGA
atmananda.com

14.45 - 15.15

All Levels

Heart Opening Vinyasa with Rachel Park
Join Rachel (@edenhotyoga) on the mat for a heart opening vinyasa
flow class. You’ll move continuously, invigorating your entire body
and mind from the inside out, and feel all-over energised by the final
savasana! Open to Everyone!

All Levels

15.30 - 16.00

Open Level Atmananda Yoga Sequence
with Adriana Izarra - Aranguren
This vinyasa flow class is designed for those who already have a basic
foundation of thought, breath, and movement. This class integrates all
7 groups of asanas, connected to the 7 chakras that will increase your
energy, release tension, and build your immune system.

16.15 - 16.45

All Levels

Vinyasa Flow and Restore with Philly Aime
An energetic, yet gentle and mindful Vinyasa flow practice
focusing on breath followed by restorative poses and ending with
a deep guided relaxation.

All Levels

17.00 - 17.30

Open Level Atmananda Yoga
Sequence with Francesca Turner
This vinyasa flow class is designed for those who already
have a basic foundation of thought, breath, and
movement. This class integrates all 7 groups of asanas,
connected to the 7 chakras that will increase your
energy, release tension, and build your immune system.

Sponsored by

®

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Open Class
®

All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.45 - 12.15

All Levels

Gentle Flow with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
A restful, calming class including breathing, gentle flowing movements with
passive poses. This is a perfect morning yoga class that is also appropriate
for those working with injury, limited mobility, or who prefer a softer, gentler
approach to yoga.

All Levels

12.30 - 13.00

Hoop Flex Fusion with Joy Dean
If you would like to develop a strong core, defined and sculpted body, this
is the class for you. Based on principle of flow, this is a high-energy workshop.
We combine funky music with a single hula hoop, focused cardio, and
active stretching for flexibility (taken from yoga asanas), to create a
dynamic and fun play time for your body.

13.15 - 13.45

All Levels

The Goddess Within with Sandra & Sofia
Come connect to the gifts of the feminine by honouring your inner
Shakti, through juicy, nourishing movement, woven together with positive
affirmations, guided meditations and more. Together we will journey
through the chakras and what each energy centre represents in our flow
through life.

All Levels

14.00 - 14.30

Ying Yang with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
A strong, fast-paced class designed to build heat and strength. This practice
is a total body workout that creates longer, leaner muscles and a body with
more mobility to improve circulation.

14.45 - 15.15

All Levels

Lunar Mantra Flow with Sonal Thakrar
Connect to Self as we FLOW through a slow deep Lunar Practice, skydiving
in love, openness, surrender with LIVE vibrational Sacred Chants. Heartfelt
and intuitive; transformational in unlimited playfulness.

All Levels

15.30 - 16.15

Chocolate Yoga with Cacao Ceremony
with Jo and Dom De Rosa
Drink a cup of ceremonial grade cacao and feel how this sacred plant
medicine connects with the heart. You’ll then be led through a yoga
and meditation sequence to unite you with higher consciousness.

16.30 - 17.00

All Levels

Club Classics Flow with Kelly McHugh
Flow to House Classics from the 90s and Early 00s. A must for all
the house heads. Kelly McHugh is the founder of Good Yoga Life,
a yoga events and retreats company. Join Kelly to explore the
amazing things you can do with your body. You’ll feel energised
& inspired!

All Levels

17.15 - 17.45

Heat Opening Flow
with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
This class pairs mindful movement,
creative transitions and heart openers
to step into your power and tap into
your heart center - Practice moving your
attention into your chest and heart space,
where you receive and give love.

Sponsored by

®

®

thebodyholiday.com

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.30 - 12.00

All Levels

Yoga Therapy and the Bliss Body
with Judy Hirsh Sampath
A journey through the layers of your being, listening to your body
and connecting with your inner teacher and your own wisdom.

All Levels

12.15 - 12.45

Work Hard Stretch Hard Yoga
with Andy Kobelinsky
A super balanced Vinyasa class that starts with an original flow to
get you working and strengthening the body, followed by some
luscious stretches and twists. We seal the practice with a mindful
meditation to help the practice sink in and the body to heal.

13.00 - 13.30

Teens

Partner Yoga for Teens
with Charlotta Martinus
Join in this fun and upbeat class where you support each
other to feel safe and go deeper into your favourite
postures as well as connecting with your fellow human.

All Levels

13.45 - 14.15

Yin & Poetry with Andy Kobelinsky
In a world where we muscle through things and everyone is overscheduled, we rarely give ourselves permission to just sit and be. In
this yin yoga class, Andy will play music, read poetry creating a safe
nurturing space for you to unwind and reconnect with your true self.

Connecting the World to Wellness
mindbodyonline.com

14.30 - 15.00

All Levels

Energy Flow Through the
Pelvis with Zen Ki Yoga®
with Janie Larmour
Energy flow through the pelvis is the key
to health, bladder strength, reproductive
health, sex drive. Leaving us with
confidence, feeling centred & grounded.
Allowing us to connect to our deeper self.

All Levels

15.15 - 15.45

Hot Plus with Carolyn Jikiemi-Roberts
In this 30 minutes you will get a flavour of a Bikram Method class
with additions. There are more hip openers and upper body
strength work. You will engage your core and utilise the strength of
lower body to move and open your spine.

16.00 - 16.30

All Levels

Perpetual Motion with Abi Barber
Move the body to still the mind. A constant, meditative flow
of expansive shapes and deep, steady breaths, creating
physical and mental space.

All Levels

16.45 - 17.15

Yoga Ritual for Detoxing Mind
and Body with Sinead Duffy
Yogandha Founder Sinead Duffy will teach simple Yoga Rituals to
gain clarity of mind, breath and body. These practices can be used
at home to keep clarity in your practice and your day.

Sponsored by

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Equipment Area
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive 5-10
minutes prior to start. Mats and equipment will be provided.

11.15 - 11.45

Intermediate/Advanced

It’s not Rocket Science
with Becky Crespley-Fox
MoreYoga’s Head of Yoga will lead this amazing
Rocket practice. Expect arm balances, inversions,
hip openers and back bends all strung together
with the breath, bandhas and internal fire.

12.00 - 13.00

All Levels

Learn How to Support Your Practice with
Audrey Walker Iyengar Yoga teachers
Highly trained Iyengar yoga teachers help you to use ‘props’ to
develop sensitivity, strength, flexibility & control of both mind &
body. Props can help you deepen your practice, experience
poses otherwise unavailable to you, as well as help you restore your
strength and stabilise your emotions.

13.30 - 14.00

All Levels

Singing Bowl Meditation to Balance Your
Seven Chakras with Dipesh Munakarmi
Have you ever experienced the power of singing bowls? After
an introduction on what is a singing bowl, find which chakras
you need to work on and learn how singing bowls are used for
meditation and therapy. Class limited to 35. #MOONKARMA

WE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE
yogastudio.co.uk

14.30 - 15.30

All Levels

Reusi Datton - Thai
Yoga with Natasha
De Grunwald
London Institute of Thai Yoga
Massage introduces a Thai yoga
practice which includes breath,
stretching and self-massage.
There are a large number of
Reusi Datton self-massage
techniques, stretches and
movements that are effective for
a daily back care (preventative
and maintenance) regime.

16.00 - 17.00

All Levels

Energy Flow “Classic Moves With
a Little Twist” with
Yan Sophokleous
Work some of the classic postures
whilst using bands, blocks,
bricks, straps and bolsters. Add
something new into your yoga
practice, open your mind and
body to an approach that will
help to develop your practice
further, from ground to standing
postures. There will also be
partner work too! Join me and
explore the many possibilities!

Sponsored by

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Hero Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.45 - 12.15 Science of Yoga

with Arjun Kashyap

ALL LEVELS

An intellectual insight on the ‘Science
of Yoga’ based on the ‘Yoga-Sutras
of Sage Patanjali’ and ‘The Bhagavad
Gita’ which are the foundation texts of
India’s greatest legacy: the practice
of Yoga.

12.30 - 13.00 Let Go and Flow

with Radhika Nanalal

ALL LEVELS

Raise your vibration one breath at
a time in this 30 min journey linking
breath and movement. Join Radhi as
she guides you through your vinyasa
practice. Class sponsored by PYLGRYM
(Stand H18)

13.15 - 13.45 Heart Opening Vinyasa

with Rachel Park

ALL LEVELS

Join Rachel (@edenhotyoga) on
the mat for a heart opening vinyasa
flow class. You’ll move continuously,
invigorating your entire body and mind
from the inside out, and feel all-over
energised by the final savasana!

®
14.00 - 14.30 The GYROKINESIS Method

with Franco Corsi

ALL LEVELS

The GYROKINESIS® Method addresses
the entire body, opens energy
pathways and creates functional
strength through flowing movement
sequences. It coordinates movement,
breath and mental focus

14.45 - 15.15 Shiva + Shakti (Inner Union) Means

Business with Roisin Allana Kiernan

ALL LEVELS

Meet your Inner Masculine and
Feminine, regardless of gender.
See where you’re out of balance.
Remember the big bang as a huge
cosmic orgasm; then remember that
power in you.

15.30 - 16.00 Flow to the Sun, Release to The

Stars with Ali King

ALL LEVELS

Visualize the rising of the sun in your
opening moving meditation flow,
internalize the process of turning from
dark to light. Move into a gentle flow
which is perfect for the beginner
wanting an introduction to the vinyasa
flow style of yoga, but also wonderful
for an experienced yogi.

16.15- 16.45 Open Your Hips, Release Tension

and Unlock Emotional Energy with
Karolina Jaczewska, Yatay Yoga

ALL LEVELS

Yatay was born from its founder’s
love for unlocking potential. Use this
moment to unlock yours with an
experience in dynamic hip opening,
releasing tension and accessing
untapped emotional energy.

17.00 - 17.30 Shake Your Asana: Yoga Rave!

With Aminta Gagnon

This one is a life changer folks, don’t
miss it! Yoga Rave is the ultimate work
out for your mind, body and soul! Get
yourself ready to work off those calories
in a fun and new yoga way!
ALL LEVELS

KUNDALINI YOGA
AS TAUGHT BY YOGI BHAJAN
LONDON’S HOME
FOR KUNDALINI YOGA
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020 7812 9836 info@joy.yoga
www.joy.yoga
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FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Warrior Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.30 - 12.00 Hatha Yoga

with Sally Deepika Saini
Hatha yoga for increasing our life force
and breath capacity.

ALL LEVELS

12.15 - 12.45 Myga Yoga Balance Board Class

with Claudia Sauer

ALL LEVELS

A fun challenging way to find a
new level of strength, balance and
coordination in your yoga routine while
practising yoga on a woobly surfboard
shaped wooden plank. Some previous
yoga experience is recommended.

13.00 - 13.30 Mandala Flow with

Helen Flower, Fierce Calm

ALL LEVELS

Founder and co-owner of The Yoga
Shed Hitchin brought yoga to life for
Lee, the founder of Fierce Calm, and
has been a close collaborator and
supporter of the project ever since.
Helen’s approach is patient, kind and
strong, her vinyasa classes focus on
creativity, seamless development and
linking the breath with movement.

13.45 - 14.15 Yoga for Autism

with Nicole Zimbler

ALL LEVELS

This yoga class will introduce you
to Yotism’s neuro-sensory yoga for
autism method and restorative reflex
yoga practice. Our short sequence
will introduce the participant to
understanding how we can make the
magic of yoga accessible to anyone,
especially those with neuro-diversity or
sensory processing differences.

Mats provided by

14.30 - 15.00 Paiste Gong Bath Taster Session
Experience the power of sound
courtesy of Paiste Gongs, roll out your
mat, lie back and relax. With over a
century of history developing and
producing high quality gongs in their
dedicated North German workshop,
Paiste are a world leader in the
ALL LEVELS
manufacture of instruments for sound
therapy and meditation.
15.15 - 15.45 Hypno-Mind Meditation

(Don’t Worry Your Life Away)
with Heide Ziegenbein

ALL LEVELS

A highly effective new method using a
potent blend of awareness meditation,
visualisation, and hypnosis. It will guide
you into a state of relaxation, enabling
you to access your untapped stores
of self-confidence, self-esteem, and
emotional resilience.

16.00 - 16.30 Amazon Yoga with Vanessa Frias
We will have a ceremony focused on
Mother Earth and its elements. We start
with a meditation with aromas of “Palo
Santo”, we will transport ourselves to
the forests and the river, we will begin
to connect with our elements, water,
earth, fire and wind, we will connect
BEGINNERS
with the biodiversity of animals, plants
and every person in the community.

16.45 - 17.15 Thai Massage - Shoulder

Neck and Head with
Natasha De Grunwald

ALL LEVELS

Learn Thai Yoga Massage techniques
from a leading UK teacher who
has been dedicated to the art for
almost 30 years. Natasha will teach
participants how to massage with
traditional Thai massage techniques
that are easy to give and wonderful
to receive.

YogaStudio.co.uk

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.30 - 12.00 Incorporating Aromatherapy into

Your Practice with Laura Colucci

15.15 - 15.45 Yogi Tea Work Out

with Devraj Singh

Class limited to 40. Join Spritz Wellness
founder Laura Colucci take you
through a slow flow yoga class
incorporating Aromatherapy into the
gentle practice.
ALL LEVELS

Devraj Singh is part of Yogi Tea and is
also a student of Yogi Bhajan. Devraj
is also a specialist in the herbs used in
Ayurvedic Yogi Tea.
ALL LEVELS

12.15 - 12.45 De-Stress with Kundalini Yoga

with Sat Shakti Kaur

16.00 - 16.30 A Wide Open Heart

with Ellie Foden

A quick guide to backbending safely.
We will go through a series of postures
to strengthen the legs and back
of the body, finishing in deeper
heart openers.

Practical techniques from the Kundalini
Yoga tradition to help you let go
of stress and experience greater
resilience, vitality, and a state of ease.
ALL LEVELS

ALL LEVELS

13.00 - 13.30 Let your inner child out to play ...

16.45 - 17.15 The Art of Iyengar Yoga in Action

Join Bryony Duckitt, founder of
YogaBeez as we explore a typical
children’s yoga class. If you are
teaching yoga, working in schools, a
therapist or a parent this class might
be for you!

Iyengar Yoga relaxes and energises
the body & mind. Creates vitality,
flexibility, strength, concentration, selfconfidence and mental calm. Stepby-step instructions are clear to follow.
Postures are performed correctly and
safely with attention to alignment &
elongation.

this one is for the “adults”
with Bryony Duckitt

ALL LEVELS

13.45 - 14.15 Riding the Wave of Breath

with Audrey Walker Iyengar
Yoga teacher

ALL LEVELS

with Francesca Sloan

ALL LEVELS

A creative dynamic vinyasa practice
where fluidity and connection to riding
the breath is the core focus. Expect
a rhythmic flow which progressively
encourages you to expand from the
inside out.

DIGITAL:
6 ISSUES

£16.99

(SAVE 30%)

14.30 - 15.00 Empower your Highest Vision –

Opening to the Cosmic Spiral
with Shona Sutherland and
Maggie Brizzie

ALL LEVELS

Experience how two powerful Dru
Yoga sequences: ‘Empowerment
Sequence’ and ‘Opening to the
Cosmic Spiral’ will help you let go of
unwanted emotions and develop
inner strength help you move forward
with your goals and dreams.

Mats provided by

To subscribe visit: subscribe.ommagazine.com

YogaStudio.co.uk

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
Yoga Lecture Area
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

12.00 - 12.30
Healing Interpretation
and Mineral Analysis
of Hands with
Ashwin Pandya
Ashwin Pandya interprets the
karma, akashic records and
the diagnosis of minerals present in the hands.
Ashwin is a consultant palmist and hand reader
in festivals and media worldwide since 1960s.
Ashwin will also give a piano performance from
11am onwards.

12.45 - 13.15
Yoga Teachers Guide to the Chakras
with Swami Saradananda
Talk offers pragmatic tools to integrate chakra
work into classes/daily life, including powerful
techniques to develop inner poise and keep
your life in balance - down-to-earth approach
to inner peace. Swami Saradananda is an
internationally-renowned yoga and meditation
teacher who inspires you to want to practise.
Her classes are practical as well as theoretical
in nature – and always enlightening!

13.30 - 14.00
Ayurveda Today with Zane Zalite

Zane Zalite, the owner of Shakti Veda Spa Ayurvedic Wellness Centre, sheds light on ‘how
to’ apply ayurvedic daily body rituals along
with seasonal cycle, by raising awareness of
selfcare for diseases prevention.

14.15 - 14.45
Secrets of a Home Yoga Practice
with Kat Farrants

Kat Farrants, founder of Movement for Modern
Life shares her secrets to an inspiring daily home
yoga practice. If you’ve always
wanted to be able to practice
yoga at home, Kat shares
her secrets!

15.00 - 15.30
How We Reached 750 Disadvantaged
Kids Across Europe with Yoga with
Charlotta Martinus

After 2 years of extensive teaching in 5
countries across Europe, TeenYoga are ready
to share how they managed to change the
lives of 750 disadvantaged students, refugees,
asylum seekers, those with educational needs
and other special needs, through yoga. This
programme has been running in various
contexts and has been rigorously researched
by NTNU in Norway and Salamanca University
and they are ready to share the results with
you now.

15.45 - 16.15
Living Your Yoga Practice
with Dylan Ayaloo
Find out how you can take
the richness and wisdom
from the teachings of
yoga and apply it in our life
today. Learn about the 1 key
teaching you can take from
the yoga philosophy and live
an empowered fulfilled life.

16.30 - 17.00
How Yoga Helps Workplace Wellbeing
with Cathy Bailey, Office OM

At Office OM, we love helping people feel
good at work and beyond! Join us to hear how
yoga helps and to try out some practical skills
to take back to your desk (or wherever you
want).

17.15 - 17.45
The Art of AcroYoga with AcroYogaDance
Our world needs more art, more dreamers,
more expression, fun and fulfilment. We aim to
reconnect people to their childhood dream,
sense or feeling that they would one
day do something amazing and
beautiful. With following our
bliss we hope to inspire others
to do that same thing.
Presented by Eugene
Butcher & Pip Elysium.

F I N D YO U R B L I S S

TURKEY | SPAIN | ICELAND | WALES | ROME | FRANCE

TEACHER TRAINING
Huzur Vadisi Turkey is the perfect teacher training venue
– a dedicated yoga centre established 1993, a spacious well-equipped
shala, experienced supportive staff, delicious healthy meals, private
secluded setting, sun, sea and pristine nature
‘My favourite yoga destination’ Simon Low, The Yoga Academy
Yoga retreats and holidays running throughout the year
at all our venues

Facilitating yoga retreats for more than twenty ﬁve years
Find out why people keep coming back

huzvad@gmail.com | www.huzurvadisi.com

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER
YogaBeez Open Class
All children’s sessions are FREE to attend. Admission is on a first come first served
basis. Please arrive at the Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start time.
Children cannot be left unattended

12.00 - 12.30
Yoga with Bryony and the Beez ...
Explore Your Bodies, Minds and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness
and Montessori to empower, exercise
and educate the WHOLE child. Move
and meditate, learn and laugh, relax and
restore, breathe and bee. Founder of
YogaBeez, Bryony Duckitt has been working
with children for over 20 years. Merging her
passions of Yoga & Montessori she shares
her discoveries in children’s classes and
teacher trainings.
All Ages

12.45 - 13.15
Rainbow Kids Yoga
Rainbow Kids Yoga allows children to
co-create yoga adventures, move their
bodies, use imagination and creativity!
Children build trust and confidence so they
can spread their wings! Join this super fun
and interactive yoga session for children of
all ages!
All Ages

Sponsored by

13.30 - 14.00
Mindfulness for Children
with Seren Charrington-Hollins
In this class children will be introduced to
simple and fun mindfulness techniques.
Research has shown that mindfulness can
help in enhancing focus in children, reducing
attention problems, improving mental health
and wellbeing, improving social skills when
well taught and practised in children and
adolescents and helping eating patterns and
aiding better food choices.
All Ages
yogabeez.com

14.15 - 14.45
Yoga with Bryony ... Explore Your Bodies,
Minds and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and
Montessori to empower, exercise and educate the
WHOLE child. Move and meditate, learn and laugh,
relax and restore, breathe and bee. Founder of
YogaBeez, Bryony Duckitt has been working with
children for over 20 years. Merging her passions
of Yoga & Montessori she shares her discoveries in
children’s classes and teacher trainings.
4 - 9 years

15.00 - 15.30
Family Yoga with Jyoti Jo Manuel

Special Yoga founder, Jyoti Jo Manuel, will lead
a family yoga session. Family Yoga is a deeply
bonding experience. Stretch, breath, sing, move
and relax together.
All Ages

15.45 - 16.15
Yoga with Bryony and the Beez ...
Explore Your Bodies, Minds and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and
Montessori to empower, exercise and educate the
WHOLE child. Move and meditate, learn and laugh,
relax and restore, breathe and bee. Founder of
YogaBeez, Bryony Duckitt has been working with
children for over 20 years. Merging her passions
of Yoga & Montessori she shares her discoveries in
children’s classes and teacher trainings.
All Ages

16.30 - 17.00
Kids Reflex Yoga
with Veronika Pena de la Jara
This yoga class will introduce you to Yotism’s neurosensory yoga for autism method and restorative
reflex yoga practice. Our short sequence will
introduce the participant to understanding how
we can make the magic of yoga accessible to
anyone, especially those with neuro-diversity or
sensory processing differences.
0 - 12 years

FRIDAY 18TH OCTOBER

FOOD FOR THE SOUL KITCHEN
Located in the main hall. Please arrive 5 - 10 minutes prior to start time.
Demos are available on a first come, first served basis.

Located in the Mind Body Soul Experience, admission free.

.45 - 12.15
11
Mindful Chef
with founder Myles Hooper

Backed by the likes of Andy Murray and Victoria Pendleton, find
out how Mindful Chef became the UK’s favourite healthy recipe
box and now deliver over 35,000 meals a week across the
UK. Join founder Myles as he cooks up one of their delicious
recipes and prove just how easy healthy eating can be. FREE

Superfood Dips
with Belle Amatt – CNM The
College of Naturopathic Medicine
Belle will be demonstrating how to boost anti-oxidant levels in
your diet by creating superfood rich dips. She will demonstrate
how to create an ‘Anti-Inflammatory Sun Dressing’ and a
‘Punchy Beetroot Dip’.. FREE

12

.15 - 13.45
13

.30 - 13.00
Food for the Soul
with Natalie Penny

Food for me is all about love, giving and receiving love in the
most nourishing way. My simple, plant-based dishes fuel the
mind, body and soul, spreading a little happiness from the
inside out. FREE

#poweredbynuzest Recipes
with Mellissa Laycy

14

.00 - 14.30

Mellissa is a nutritional coach, model, Keto enthusiast, IBS
expert, yoga retreat organiser and social media manager
for Nuzest Europe. Come and be inspired by the
#poweredbynuzest recipes she uses to help
fuel her busy life and find out more
about how a low carb and low
sugar diet can help nourish your
namaste. FREE

24

.45 - 15.15
14

Multi Coloured Vegan Soup for the Soul
with Keith Squires
Nothing comforts like a bowl of warm soup and it’s a great way
to eat lots of healthy vegetables and plant based foods too. This
is a master class on making multi-coloured soups with lashings
of homemade vegan cream toppings. A heart-warming selection
of recipes that will inspire and nourish. Come hungry because
Keith will make lots to share. FREE

Tagine
with Valentina Fois
Come and see how we make an easy and healthy tagine.
Minimal fuss, little time. Tasty - the Lele’s way. FREE

15

.15 - 16.45
6
1

.3 0 - 1 6. 00

Delicious and Simple
Plant-based Snacks
with Vega®
Bethan Hamilton is a registered Associate Nutritionist with
Vega® UK. Bethan is passionate about educating on plant-based
eating and an active lifestyle, and in her cooking demonstration,
will show you how to make delicious plant-based snacks for preor-post workout, or any time of day you seek a protein-kick. FREE

25

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER

Panorama Workshop Room
Workshops cater for a range of abilities. Please check for class level.
Tickets for workshops can be purchased online at www.omyogashow.com
or from the workshop desk in main entrance on the day (subject to
availability). Mats are provided.

£12

10.30 - 12.00

To book visit omyogashow.com

All Levels

Invoke the Goddess
with Steffy White
In the external world, she is the
force of evolution, the erotic
thrust at the heart of life. She is the
intrinsic creative drive that fuelled
the big bang and continues to
unfold as stars, galaxies, planets,
life-forms, species, and individual
consciousness itself. For women
especially, tuning into the
goddesses is a way of homing
in on aspects of our own lifeenergy that we may never have
understood or owned.

Admission £12

£10

12.15 - 13.45

To book visit omyogashow.com

All Levels

Path to the Heart with Jonelle Lewis,
Movement for Modern Life
Bringing together practices from the tantric, traditional
chinese medicine & shamanism, yoruba traditions we
will explore the physical & energetic path to the heart.
The practice begins with pranayama and meditation to
wake up the subtle body and stimulate the heart and
lung space. Next we move into some Yin postures to open
up the target areas of body we will be focusing on. Then
we flow into a Mandala Vinyasa sequence moving 360
degrees around the mat. We will work towards heart
and shoulder opening peak poses. The intention behind
this workshop is to cultivate more love and compassion
for ourselves by doing practices to lighten, strengthen,
expand & abide in the heart. Thus we are more able to
love and extend compassion to others.

Admission £10

Mats provided by

YogaStudio.co.uk

£15

14.00 - 15.30

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Kunda Dance
with Maya Fiennes
Kundadance is the latest
wellness trend to release your
stress and leave you energized.
Created by renowned yogi
Maya Fiennes, it leaves you
feeling uplifted and full of
energy. Maya is based in Los
Angeles and travels the world
with her unique teaching style.
Kundadance merges the
energy of Kundalini yoga with
uplifting music. It’s a conscious
exercise that aligns your
chakras using easy movements
in combination with high
frequency healing music that
is specifically composed by
Maya Fiennes to release the
stress in your body and let your
mind remain fully alert. It’s the
new way to de-stress, relax
and recharge.

Admission £15

£10

16.00 - 17.30

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

AcroYoga Workshop
with AcroYogaDance
This AcroYoga Workshop works
around the AcroYogaDance
syllabus. We refine the art and
understanding of AcroYogaDance
with consistent practice. All
AcroYogaDance students progress
through a tiered syllabus with
beginners first progressing to level
1. The syllabus is designed to
develop your skills and practice in
a structured progressive manner.
We are super excited to welcome
you to the beginning of a fun but
beautiful practice and potentially a
life changing experience. Taught by
Co Founders Eugene Butcher and
Pip Elysium.

Admission £10

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER

Palace Workshop Room
Workshops cater for a range of abilities. Please check for class level.
Tickets for workshops can be purchased online at www.omyogashow.com
or from the workshop desk in main entrance on the day (subject to
availability). Mats are provided.

£18

10.30 - 12.00

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

ALL NEW YOU - The Nervous System
Reset with Claire Missingham
A Workshop to Live in your Power & Reset your Inner Fire
(Traditional Yoga, Kriyas and Meditation). Come and
experience a brand new offering by Claire Missingham,
who has taught at the Yoga Show since its very first year.
At this new workshop, expect an inspirational lecture,
physical asana sequence to rejuvenate you and amazing
Kriyas and Meditations handpicked to align you with
incredible internal upgrades to your nervous system and
renew the glands for a refreshing approach. It is essential to
continually refresh your inner systems and brain chemistry to
deal with changes in your life and rewire your brain towards
your highest potential. A philosophical lecture, breathwork
and an active meditation set to music that moves the inner
chemistry. Welcome to all levels including beginners.

Admission £18

£10

12.15 - 13.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

CHARITY CLASS Yoga in the Dark: Moving Like
Water with Dan Peppiatt
Dan has been leading blindfolded yoga sessions for over 5 years in the belief
that they offer great potential to access parts of your physical practice that
are otherwise often overlooked. Om Yoga Show and Yoga Like Water are
incredibly happy to lead this 90 minute charity class in collaboration with
and in support of the Royal National Institute for the Blind and the fantastic
work they do with the blind and partially blind. To remove the sense of sight
brings a greater depth to practice; we become unconcerned with what
a pose, other yogis or the teacher looks like and more attuned to what the
practice feels like – becoming familiar with our bodily sensations and paying
attention to what they are telling us.In this session we move slowly through
postures, no names are given in Sanskit or English, only simple instructions
for your mind and body to interpret as you feel best, rounding off with a
gentle yoga nidra. There will be a number of Yoga Like Water teachers and
students present to make sure that everyone is held in a safe space whilst
Dan leads you on a journey through the senses and an exploration into what
it is like to have one of those disconnected.

Admission £10 (proceeds donated to Royal National Institute for the Blind)

Mats provided by

yogastudio.co.uk

£10

14.00 - 15.30

Intermediates
& Advanced

To book visit omyogashow.com

THE DIVINE SPINE - A
Rocket Yoga Workshop
with Marcus Veda
Based on Larry Schultz’s Rocket 2
sequence which brings in all the
vitalising backbends of ashtanga’s
second series into the mix with its
signature flying flow of inversions and
arm-balances. You don’t need to be
able to do all the poses to get the
shakti energy firing up Sushumna. We
synchronize every movement to the
rhythm of the music and the breath
so this connection overrides the
individual poses. As the flow builds,
it warms the body and prepares
the mind to progress through the
dynamic vinyasa and find stillness
within. Prepare to sweat, fly and
get high as we move the spine in
dedication to the divine.

Admission £10

£10

15.45 - 17.15

Teachers

To book visit omyogashow.com

The Art and Science of
Sequencing for Yoga
Teachers with Dylan Ayaloo
In this workshop we’ll learn the art and
science of sequencing. We’ll look at how
to intelligently create and use sequencing
to deliver specific result and intention in
your classes. You’ll learn the mechanics of
sequencing, anatomical and energetic
point of view to create well-balanced class
physically and energetically, leaving your
students always progressing and growing.
They’ll leave feeling phenomenal in their
bodies and working towards healing their
injuries and not leaving tweaked, wired,
injured or drained like they may from other
classes taught by those who don’t know
these principles.

Admission £10

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER

MOVEMENT FOR MODERN LIFE OPEN CLASS
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00

All Levels

Morning Reset Flow with Adam Hocke
Start your day in the right way with this simple, down to earth vinyasa flow
yoga class. Gentle yogic stretching and strengthening exercises open your
body and mind for the day. Start your day with energy and focus with this
all-around flow practice.

All Levels

11.15 - 11.45

The Breath Challenge with Dan Peppiatt
These introductory breath work exercises are a superb
preparation for deeper pranayama practices and for
teaching the body and mind to relax with the breath.

12.00 - 12.30

All Levels

Yoga for Self-Care with Clive Fogelman
This self-care class is about taking some time and space for
yourself.This class with a combination of gentle movement,
stretches and relaxing breathing techniques will be an
opportunity to nurture, nourish and replenish yourself.

Teachers

12.45 - 13.15

Your Slinky Spine with
Mollie McClelland Morris
Using imagery, anatomy, embodied movement and
yoga, get inspired with new ways to improve the
flexibility, mobility and pleasure of moving your spine.

13.30 - 14.00

All Levels

Have Fun with Twists with Dylan Ayaloo
This all levels twist yoga class focuses on having fun whilst twisting, using
twists as a detox and refresher and pushing yourself to make the final twist
challenge. A great way to refresh those cells to start the day or after the day.

GET THESE FABULOUS TEACHERS DIRECT INTO YOUR HOME AT
MOVEMENTFORMODERNLIFE.COM. START YOUR FREE 14 DAY TRIAL TODAY.

All Levels

14.15 - 14.45

Gentle Yoga for New Mums with Sally Parkes
A yoga sequence that is suitable from twelve weeks post-natal, that
incorporates gentle movements to stimulate the abdominal and pelvic
muscles, whilst stretching the lower back, neck and shoulders.

15.00 - 15.30

All Levels

Yin Qi Gong with Jonelle Lewis
A peaceful Yin/Yang flow to wind down and relax. With some spinal rolling
and freeing, some poses from QiGong, some restorative and Yin poses for
whenever you need to calm, nourish and restore yourself. The perfect selfcare solution to our overwhelmed lives.

All Levels

15.45 - 16.15

Yoga Relaxation for Kids with Jyoti Jo Manuel
Give your kids a pause in the day. When things are getting over-excited,
why not try kid’s yogic relaxation? Children must not be left unattended
in this class.

16.30 - 17.00

All Levels

Fun With Feral Movements with Dan Peppiatt
Finding freedom in animal movements which will liberate your yoga
practice. Among other moves discover a duck walk, bunny hops, sneaky
ape, creeping beast, jumping crows and finally crawl like a lizard.

All Levels

17.15 - 17.45

Learn to Fly with Crow with Sylvia Garcia
Crow Pose, or Bakasana, is often the first arm balance taught to yoga
students, which makes it a great pose to learn if you want to bring more
strength and balance into your physical yoga practice.

Sponsored by

MOVEMENTFORMODERNLIFE.COM

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Atmananda Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.45 - 11.15

Complete Beginners

Complete Beginners Atmananda Yoga
Sequence with Jhon Tamayo
This class is designed for the very very beginner that does not understand
anything about yoga and would like to learn how to start practicing yoga
on a daily basis. We will learn the 4 basic sun salutations as a foundation of
any good yoga practice.

All Levels

11.30 - 12.00

Family Yoga with Rainbow Kids Yoga
Come together for a blissful community yoga practice that is all about
spending time together in a shared movement experience of Rainbow
Yoga. Experience the physical and mental support that comes from
teaming up in with family yoga. Explore conscious touch and yoga in a
circle, balance together, enhance non-verbal communication and relax
with Thai yoga massage. Bond with your family, children and friends in the
community yoga practice.

12.15 - 12.45

All Levels

Open Level Atmananda Yoga Sequence
with Francesca Turner
This vinyasa flow class is designed for those who already have a basic
foundation of thought, breath, and movement. This class integrates all
7 groups of asanas, connected to the 7 chakras that will increase your
energy, release tension, and build your immune system.
All Levels

13.00 - 13.30

X-HAIL: Music, Movement and Meditation
with Charlotte Collins
X-HAIL’s signature class combining breathwork, chi gung inspired mindful
movement and deep, restful meditation against a backdrop of chilled
chart classics on the stereo! This is a workout for the soul!

KEEP YOUR MIND FRESH WITH YOGA
atmananda.com

13.45 - 14.15

All Levels

Crystal Bowl Meditation with PhillyAime
Relax and fall deep into your own sonic universe with a crystal sound
bowl meditation. A relaxing yet elevating harmony of pure tones offering
a rejuvenating break from busy lives. Philly is dedicated to creating an
experience of healing and balance cultivating an inner harmony.

Beginners / Intermediates

14.30 - 15.00

Beginner/Intermediate Atmananda Yoga
Sequence with Caroline Torino
This class is designed for those students who already have a foundation of
the basics of yoga in terms of proper alignment and symmetry. This is for
students who would like to understand how the breath is moving the body
to more safely move deeper into their yoga practice to develop strength,
balance, and flexibility of body, mind, and soul.

15.15 - 15.45

All Levels

Techno Yoga Flow with Jake Duval & Danielle Baker
A fast paced, fun packed, yoga flow curated to uplifting techno beats, played
live by former Ministry of Sound DJ and trainer Jake Duval. Get ready to laugh,
sweat and move your booty to the beats! Jake Duval is the co-founder of
Bearfoot Breaks, a stunning retreat centre in rural France. A movement expert,
personal trainer and former DJ. Teaming up with Danielle Baker from Santé Yoga.

Advanced

16.00 - 16.30

Advanced Level Atmananda Yoga Sequence
with Jhon Tamayo
In this class, students with a solid yoga practice that are interested in going
deeper to transcend time and space by understanding movement and
thought. Students will learn to surrender to stillness and the silence as little
cues are given and poses are held longer to oxygenate the blood cells.

16.45 - 17.15

All Levels

Hypno-Mind Meditation (Letting Go Of Inner
Clutter) with Heide Ziegenbein
A highly effective new method using a potent blend of awareness
meditation, visualisation, and hypnosis. It will guide you into a state of
relaxation, enabling you to access your untapped stores of self-confidence,
self-esteem, and emotional resilience. Heide Ziegenbein, Clinical
Hypnotherapist MSc(Clin,Hyp.), Naturopathic Practitioner, Meditation
Instructor; Based in Dorset, London, and Marlow; Hypno-Mind Meditation corporate and class settings, Hypnotherapy on a 1 - 1 basis.

Sponsored by

®

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Open Class
®

All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.45 - 11.15

All Levels

Soul Colour Alchemy ~ Your Step-By-Step
Ticket to Soul Success! With Klara Goldy
Would you like to experience a higher level of joy and celebration? Klara
share 3 KEYS to boost the power of your SOUL’s wisdom: align you to inner
peace and guidance for SOUL success! Klara is recognised as an expert in
her field and holistic interior design business: With a strong passion for homes
that nurture our well-being she shares how home is a mirror for how we feel!

All Levels

11.30 - 12.00

Feminine Flow with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
A fusion of yoga, circularised sensual movement and dance created for
women. Expect to stretch, tone, empower, release, dance and restore your
Divine Feminine Body.

12.15 - 12.45

All Levels

The Power of Sound
with Rachel Porquet-Chanmugam
After a small presentation on the science of Sound, both from a Yogic and
“Western” science points of view, Rachel will guide you through a gentle
sound experience, including a few various practices. Rachel is a French
Kundalini yoga teacher, trained and currently living in Sri Lanka. She has
been gradually specializing herself in the practice and researches related
to sound.
All Levels

13.00 - 13.30

The Infamous Yogabeats Rave
with David Sye
Celebration, hilarity, joy and community are the factors that became the
trade mark of the yogabeats practice and why in the 90s it was known as
the Bad Boy of the yoga world.

13.45 - 14.15

All Levels

Work-Break Vinyasa with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
Yoga for your work break - lunch time postures to focus and relax. Enjoy the
new wave of energy to keep you motivated for the rest of your day.

All Levels

14.30 - 15.00

Lunar Mantra Flow with Sonal Thakrar
Connect to Self as we FLOW through a slow deep Lunar Practice,
skydiving in love, openness, surrender with LIVE vibrational Sacred
Chants. Heartfelt and intuitive; transformational in unlimited playfulness.

15.15 - 15.45

All Levels

Liver Detox with Zen Ki Yoga®
with Janie Larmour
Zen Ki Yoga® works with meridians. The liver meridian activates the liver to detox
the blood & produce bile to break down fats in the body. Learn how to work the
liver meridian, improve your health! Janie from Australia has been teaching yoga
for 20 years. Known for her extensive knowledge & detailed instruction, she runs
international teacher training programs online & live workshops in USA & UK.

All Levels

16.00 - 16.30

Hoop Flex Fusion with Joy Dean
If you would like to develop a strong core, defined and sculpted body, this
is the class for you. Based on principle of flow, this is a high-energy workshop.
We combine funky music with a single hula hoop, focused cardio, and active
stretching for flexibility (taken from yoga asanas), to create a dynamic and
fun play time for your body. You will learn to use exciting hoop tricks to counter
balance/enhance to your poses, as well as integrate hoop dance into your
movements – are you ready to level up your movement practice?

16.45 - 17.15

All Levels

Hip Opening Flow with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
A fluidly paced class focusing on opening the hips using a creative
standing sequence where asanas are linked together to create
heat and elasticity in the hip joints.

Sponsored by

®

®

thebodyholiday.com

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00

All Levels

5 Elements Flow with Karolina KrawczykSharma, E-RYT 500, Trimurti Yoga
My gentle and creative flow based on the theory of 5 Elements &
Ayurveda has been designed to explore and understand main qualities of
Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space.

Beginners and Intermediates

11.15 - 11.45

Bending through strengthening
with Lydiana Abbott
In this class, we focus on preparing the body safely into
stretchy asanas, using strength to get us there.

12.00 - 12.30

All Levels

Authentic Indian Hatha Yoga with Ravi Dixit
A Hatha Yoga class, as taught in India, with Pranayama breathing, asana
and mantra. This authentic yoga class by Ravi has a focus on connecting
breath with movement to bring harmony to body and mind. Ravi is the
owner of Ravi Yoga Retreat in Goa and has been teaching thousan
thousands of
students in India and UK.

All Levels

12.45 - 13.15

Energy Flow - EF7 “The Foundations Flow”
With Yan Sophokleous
You will be introduced to the simple, yet powerful standing postures of EF7.
These foundation postures will then be fused into a slow continual flowing
practice, which will rebalance, realign and restore your natural structure.
Once ignited, the flame keeps burning. You will feel your inner strength
come alive and your energy rise up to new levels!

13.30 - 14.00

All Levels

Breathe & Connect with Kate Taylor
Join Kate to experience the science & the magic of breath work &
visualisation as a way of sparking change & creating connection within.
We’ll then build upon expanding that connection though partner yoga
(I.e play!). Expect to connect, learn to trust & laugh a lot in the process.

14.15 - 14.45

All Levels

Gong Yoga with Rachel Porquet-Chanmugam
Let’s have together a different experience of yoga mixed with sound!
Adding this very special instrument can make a difference in your practice;
be it with breath, asanas, relaxation or meditation. Rachel is a French
Kundalini yoga teacher, trained and currently living in Sri Lanka. She has
been gradually specializing herself in the practice and researches related
to sound.

All Levels

15.00 - 15.30

Unleash Your Creative Energy
with Kundalini Yoga with Haridev Kaur
Kundalini yoga and meditation techniques to help you get in touch
with your essence and live in the flow of your creativity.

15.45 - 16.15

All Levels

Living From the Core with Stephen Marks
Live from your core – Find your inner and outer strength. Create a
connection to your centre to achieve a much stronger practice physically
and ground and protect your body.

All Levels

16.30 - 17.00

Quantum Jumping Yoga with Jo De Rosa

Jump into the reality where life, and your practice, becomes more
enjoyable and easier. Transcend addictions, stress and learn how
yoga and meditation can shift you into your very highest potential.

17.15 - 17.45

All Levels

Your Inner Animal! With Azulfit
Growl, prowl, leap, fly and flow to discover your inner animal.
Rachel Blunt will guide you through a fun series of animal
inspired balances and movements in this fun, vibrant and
even primal flow class.

Sponsored by
Connecting the World to Wellness
mindbodyonline.com

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Equipment Area
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive 5-10
minutes prior to start. Mats and equipment will be provided.

10.15 - 10.45

Beginner/All Levels

Hatha Flow to restore
with Liz Joy Oakley
Mindfully lead by Wellbeing Coach and
MoreYoga teacher Liz Joy Oakley, this
holistic practise focuses on reconnecting
the Body, Mind & Spirit leaving you
reenergised, relaxed & restored.

11.00 - 12.00

All Levels

Lightening the Load and
Reclaiming your Energy
with Judy Hirsh Sampath
Join yoga therapist and founder of Yoga United
for this embodied experience - move your body
to lighten the load, melt into assisted restorative
postures to take stress of your nervous system,
breathe vital energy into your cells and find
peace of mind within to feel more like yourself
again. Judy runs Yoga United Education
offering personal development courses and
professional training in yoga therapy.

12.30 - 13.00

All Levels

Singing Bowl Meditation to
Balance Your Seven Chakras
with Dipesh Munakarmi
Have you ever experienced the power of
singing bowls? After an introduction on what is
a singing bowl, find which chakras you need to
work on and learn how singing bowls are used
for meditation and therapy. Class limited to 35.
#MOONKARMA

WE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE
yogastudio.co.uk

13.30 - 14.30

All Levels

Exploring Our Inner Oceans ~
Swirling movement & Yoga Nidra
with Sandra and Sofia

Inviting in spaciousness, as we awaken our
energetic systems with some nourishing, movement.
Allowing our breath & body to soften & flow. Then
time for stillness as your guided on a journey through
the body and mind, with words and awareness as
your ship to explore the rivers and seas of energy,
love and elemental wisdom’s that lie within.
Creating a state of cosiness and comfort in a nest
of rest and delight, with bolsters, cushions, lavender
eye pillows and more. Allowing you to experience
Yoga Nidra ~ Yogic sleep ~ a different form of
consciousness, somewhere between waking and
sleeping. With sound bath so soothe you further.

15.00 - 16.00

All Levels

Yotism - Yoga for Autism
with Nicole Zimbler
This yoga class will introduce you to Yotism’s neurosensory yoga for autism method and restorative
reflex yoga practice. Our short sequence will
introduce the participant to understanding how we
can make the magic of yoga accessible to anyone,
especially those with neuro-diversity or sensory
processing differences. This practice is being used in
schools and organisations worldwide for enhancing
the lives of those on the autistic spectrum and
helping individuals to reach their full potential. For
those that are interested in yoga therapeutics,
reflex yoga offers a tangible approach that instantly
restores the nervous system to allow for natural
rehabilitation to occur. We welcome you to join us
to experience a neuro sensory yoga approach that
helps make the magic of yoga accessible to those
on the autistic spectrum or other diverse needs.

16.30 - 17.30

All Levels

Slow Flow with Emily Brett,
Fierce Calm
CEO and founder of OURMALA and
Fierce Calm Ambassador. 500 hour
teacher with training that includes
Suicide Awareness and Yoga for
Post Traumatic Stress syndrome. Emily
teaches yoga to people who have
survived war, torture, trafficking, slavery
and persecution in London. Emily’s class
will be a slow, mindful, breath focused
experience.

Sponsored by

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Hero Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.45 - 11.15 A Journey through the Chakras

with Louise Hebblewhite

ALL LEVELS

Awaken to the Power of your True
Creative Self by joining me in this
fun and uplifting journey, dancing
through the Chakras. Connecting
Physical, Emotional & Spiritual body.
It’s time to lighten up!

11.30 - 12.00 Open Your Hips, Release Tension

and Unlock Emotional Energy with
Karolina Jaczewska, Yatay Yoga

ALL LEVELS

Yatay was born from its founder’s
love for unlocking potential. Use this
moment to unlock yours with an
experience in dynamic hip opening,
releasing tension and accessing
untapped emotional energy.

12.15 - 12.45 Gentle Yoga with Ayurvedic

Principles with Tina Toft

ALL LEVELS

We will discuss the importance of
Ayurveda in our yoga practice. Then
a gentle & deeply restorative practice
to integrate all the physiological
systems of the body - all yoga levels
are welcome.

13.00 - 13.45 Deaf Friendly Yoga delivered in

British Sign Language (BSL) with
Bethaney Mouzer - SignYoga

ALL LEVELS

An inclusive Vinyasa style yoga class
delivered in British Sign Language,
exclusively for Deaf or Hard of Hearing
students. Breaking down Sun Salutation
A. The class will be aimed at beginners
but experienced welcome.

®
14.00 - 14.30 The GYROKINESIS Method

14.45- 15.15 Heart Opening Vinyasa

with Rachel Park

ALL LEVELS

Join Rachel (@edenhotyoga) on
the mat for a heart opening vinyasa
flow class. You’ll move continuously,
invigorating your entire body and mind
from the inside out, and feel all-over
energised by the final savasana!

15.30 - 16.00 Strong Energetic Flow

with Jordan Mae Antoinette

A strong energetic flowing practice
focused on breathe connection,
finding the balance between effort
and relaxation, and linking yoga and
meditation into the already in motion
INTERMEDIATE sequence of our lives. Prepare to dig
& ADVANCED a bit deeper in search for some space
within, which will encourage you to not
only nurture your body but nurture your
essence as well.
16.15 - 16.45 Let Go and Flow

with Radhika Nanalal

ALL LEVELS

Raise your vibration one breath at
a time in this 30 min journey linking
breath and movement. Join Radhi as
she guides you through your vinyasa
practice. Class sponsored by PYLGRYM
(Stand H18).

17.00 - 17.30 Science of Yoga

with Arjun Kashyap

ALL LEVELS

An intellectual insight on the ‘Science
of Yoga’ based on the ‘Yoga-Sutras
of Sage Patanjali’ and ‘The Bhagavad
Gita’ which are the foundation texts of
India’s greatest legacy: the practice
of Yoga. Served as a Manuscriptologist
in The Central Council for Research in
Ayurvedic Sciences (CCRAS), Ministry
of AYUSH, Government of INDIA.

with Stefano Capitani

ALL LEVELS

The GYROKINESIS® Method addresses
the entire body, opens energy
pathways and creates functional
strength through flowing movement
sequences. It coordinates movement,
breath and mental focus.

Mats provided by
YogaStudio.co.uk

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Warrior Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00 Mantra Magic with Hali Love
Experience the magic of mantra
as you recite 108 rounds the Lokah
Blessing Mantra”, followed by a short
guided meditation. No experience is
necessary. Fill up your heart and soul
with blessings.
ALL LEVELS

11.15 - 11.45 CBD MADE ME DO IT Vinyasa Flow

with Sue Yen Wan

ALL LEVELS

Classes are designed for fun and
uplifting of mind, body and spirit. Start
the day with a sequence of energizing
asanas, and leave with your heart
full of love and light. Participants will
be given a taster of 5% oil before
class to experience how CBD works in
harmony with a Yoga practice.

12.00 - 12.30 Flow Your Own Way with Kim

Hartwell, Fierce Calm

ALL LEVELS

Kim’s yoga flow is inspired by functional
sequences and the mechanics of
movement. Expect to move in a way
that’s challenging but fun, transitioning
between poses mindfully and to the
beat, while getting your flow on. You’ll
leave the mat feeling accomplished,
happy and zen.

12.45 - 13.15 Myga Yoga Balance Board Class

with Claudia Sauer

ALL LEVELS

A fun challenging way to find a
new level of strength, balance and
coordination in your yoga routine while
practising yoga on a wobbly surfboard
shaped wooden plank. Some previous
yoga experience is recommended.

13.30 - 14.00 Inclusive Dynamic Yoga

with Vee Mateus

ALL LEVELS

Open level sequence exploring
movement, breath and play in an
open and inclusive environment. Vee
wants to welcome every body and
hold a space that brings recognition
and support to body shaming issues,
people of colour and other ethnicities,
plus-size people, transgender and nonbinary people, queer, gay, lesbian,
bisexual, asexual, intersex, artists, poets,
practitioners, and friends.

14.15 - 14.45 AcroYoga with AcroYogaDance
AcroYogaDance invites you to
experience this practice of connection,
communication and beauty. In this
session you’ll flow in groups and pairs
and will be shown a variety of Level
1 techniques from the syllabus which
will enable you to experience the
ALL LEVELS
AcroYogaDance method.
15.00 - 15.30 Vinyasa Flow with Catherine Weston
A strong, graceful practise that links
movement with breath. You’ll flow
through a sequence of postures with
attention to detail and alignment
creating space and freedom in your
body whilst calming your mind. Expect
to move, breathe, explore challenges
ALL LEVELS
and have fun.
15.45 - 16.15 Shamanic Yoga

with Vanessa Frias

BEGINNERS

We will make a big circle, we will place
a Shipiba carpet in the center, we
will breathe and we will use essential
oil (pink geranium). We will meditate
on the action of connection with
ourselves in the contemplative nature
and with the natural environment.

16.30 - 17.00 Exploring Your Creativity

with Ruth Wheeler

A seasonal exploration through yoga,
creativity and essential oils and a short
art activity. We will tap into our creative
being and “find our flow “ through
breath movement and expression.
ALL LEVELS

17.15 - 17.45 Paiste Gong Bath Taster Session
Experience the power of sound
courtesy of Paiste Gongs, roll out your
mat, lie back and relax.

ALL LEVELS

Mats provided by
YogaStudio.co.uk

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00 Intro to Ashtanga with Ellie Foden
A short guided Ashtanga class, for
those who havent tried Ashtanga
before. Ellie is the Founder of NITARA
activewear and a London-based
Ashtanga teacher, teaching at Triyoga
aswell as privately.
ALL LEVELS

14.15 - 14.45 Dru Yoga Dance – Energy in

Motion with Christiane Saar
and Gulcan Malik

ALL LEVELS

11.15 - 11.45 Align and Flow

with Shardy Roberts

15.00 - 15.30 Conscious Iyengar Yoga Class for

All Levels with Audrey Walker and
Emma Jackman

Take a moment to step out of the fast
pace of daily life - come to your mat
to slow down! This class is focused on
mindful movement which will help
balance your energy.
ALL LEVELS

ALL LEVELS

12.00 - 12.30 Thai Stretch and Twist with

Natasha De Grunwald

ALL LEVELS

Natasha is the only Thai Massage
teacher in the UK to honour a living,
ancient Thai lineage from northern
Thailand. In this class students learn
how to apply Thai stretches and
twists to the back, shoulders and legs
of their partners.

12.45 - 13.15 Flexibility Flow

with Vanessa Bagge

ALL LEVELS

Flexibility Flow class will focus on
mobility stretching encouraging every
movement to flow into each other,
helping the client to understand their
bodies as they increase their range
of motion.

13.30 - 14.00 An After Work Yoga Practice to

Reset! With Esha Kansal

ALL LEVELS

An after work yoga session, the
perfect practice to help you unwind
and recenter after your working
day! Including asanas (postures),
pranayama (breathing techniques)
and meditation.

Mats provided by

Enjoy the freedom and power of
movement to enhance your creativity
and intuition. Let your movement go
deep into all the five koshas (energy
layers) and free your expression as an
individual to the world you live in.

Class will be active and invigorating,
yet calming & centring. Upbeat
step-by-step instructions are clear
and concise. Correct alignment and
elongation are emphasised. Emma will
be on the Conscious Chocolate stand.

15.45 - 16.15 Soulful Intentions

with Kelly McHugh

Move with purpose and intention to
connect your body and soul and
fill you with a sense of strength and
stability. Expect a soulfully lit playlist and
to leave with a super soulful yogi glow!
ALL LEVELS

16.30 - 17.00 Yoga Life Hacks

with Charlotta Martinus

ALL LEVELS

How come some people are so damn
content all the time? What do they
have going on in their head that I
need? How do I get some zen in my
life? Hack your life through yoga - this
will be a whistle stop tour of how to
change your mood through yoga.

17.15 - 17.45 Holistic Yoga Flow

with Manish Ramji

ALL LEVELS

In this power yoga class, Yogi Manish
will take you through a dynamic
Vinyasa flow challenging yourself to
the ‘next level’. By focusing on your
breath & calming your mind but also
having fun at the same time you might
just surprise yourself…

YogaStudio.co.uk

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
Yoga Lecture Area
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.00 - 11.30
Science of Yoga with
Arjun Kashyap
An intellectual insight
on the ‘Science of
Yoga’ based on the
‘Yoga-Sutras of Sage
Patanjali’ and ‘The
Bhagavad Gita’ which
are the foundation
texts of India’s greatest
legacy: the practice
of Yoga. Arjun served as
a Manuscriptologist in The
Central Council for Research in
Ayurvedic Sciences (CCRAS), Ministry
of AYUSH, Government of INDIA.

11.45 - 12.15
Reclaim Your Feminine Power - The Art of
Yoni Steaming with Emma Ako
Are you ready to reconnect, cleanse, and
heal using the powers of nature? The ancient
practice of Yoni steaming is here. Join in with
this interactive talk to find out more! Expect lots
of laughter.

12.30 - 13.00
Fundamentals To Breathing with Nevşah
You can feel happy, fulfilled and in love 24
hours a day and 7 days a week, throughout
your whole life! But only if you change your
breathing habits.

13.15 - 13.45
doTERRA Essential Oils to
Enhance Your Yoga &
Meditation with Karena
Rathbone Ariel
doTERRA essential oils in
your yoga & meditation
practice can help you
tune in, connect with your
inner self, physically support
your practice and help rebalance your energy. Join our
interactive class to try out some
of our favourite doTERRA essential
oils and learn simple ways to use them
on an emotional, mental and spiritual level.

14.00 - 14.30
Ayurvedic Yoga of Dosha Balance
According to Your Body Type with Dr
Milind Jani

Dr Jani will clear understanding about your
body-type, how to use Ayurvedic herbal
infusions & herbs with Yoga practice to
maintain a holistic healthy balance and
wellbeing in life.

14.45 - 15.15
Thinking of Going Plant-Based? Everything
You Need to Know with Bethan Hamilton
If you’re considering trying a plant-based diet,
seeking some easy meal swaps or simply keen
to hear how a plant-based regime can make a
positive difference to your every day, this is the
talk for you. Bethan Hamilton (MMSc, AfN) is a
registered Associate Nutritionist with Vega® UK.

15.30 - 16.00
A Taste of Ayurveda with Priya Raghavan
Founder of Earthen Living

An introduction to Ayurveda,a system of
healthcare that evolved in India thousands
of years ago. Know more about this holistic
method of well-being and learn simple ways
you could incorporate it into your everyday
life with Priya Raghavan. Priya is the founder of
Earthen Living, a small-run boutique company
that creates products that in harmony with
nature and kind to yourself.

16.15 - 16.45
Moving Fascia – How the Study of
Fascial Anatomy Through Embodiment
Can Benefit Your Practice
with Ana Barretxeguren

Explore fascial anatomy and its role in movement,
and discover some useful tips to help your clients
embody their movement potential.

17.00 - 17.30
Digital Marketing 101 for Yoga Teachers
with Kelly McHugh

Learn the essential digital marketing strategies
to attract and nurture a loyal yoga community
and fill your classes, workshops, retreats and
online yoga programs.

What is Yoga?
Madness or
Meditation?
Available on Amazon.
Paperback & Kindle.

akramyoga.co.uk

Rural Retreat at the heart of Surrey
Tutors, groups and individuals... Relax, renew, regenerate
in idyllic tranquil surroundings
01342-832-150 www.claridgehousequaker.org.uk

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER
YogaBeez Open Class
All children’s sessions are FREE to attend. Admission is on a first come first served
basis. Please arrive at the Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start time.
Children cannot be left unattended

11.00 - 11.30
Yoga with Bryony and the Beez ...
Explore Your Bodies, Minds and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and
Montessori to empower, exercise and educate
the WHOLE child. Move and meditate, learn
and laugh, relax and restore, breathe and bee.
All Ages

11.45 - 12.15
Mindfulness for Children
with Seren Charrington-Hollins
In this class children will be introduced to simple
and fun mindfulness techniques. Reaserch has
shown that mindfulness can help in enhancing
focus in children, reducing attention problems,
improving mental health and wellbeing,
improving social skills when well taught and
practised in children and adolescents and
helping eating patterns and aiding better food
choices.
All Ages

12.30 - 13.00
Kids Reflex Yoga with Veronika de la Jara

This yoga class will introduce you to Yotism’s
neuro-sensory yoga for autism method and
restorative reflex yoga practice. Our short
sequence will introduce the participant to
understanding how we can make the magic
of yoga accessible to anyone, especially
those with neuro-diversity or sensory processing
differences.
0 - 12 years

Sponsored by

13.15 - 13.45
Yoga with Bryony and the Beez ...
Explore Your Bodies, Minds and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and
Montessori to empower, exercise and educate
the WHOLE child. Move and meditate, learn
and laugh, relax and restore, breathe and bee.
All Ages

yogabeez.com

14.00 - 14.30
Special Yoga Session with Alice Maclaine
Special Yoga’s Alice Maclaine will lead a yoga session
for children aged 4-10. Stretch, breath, chant and relax
- giving children the much needed tools for self care.
4 - 10 years

14.45 - 15.15
Rainbow Kids Yoga & Acro

In this interactive workshop children experience
creative ways to move, connect and balance with
yoga and acro! Explore basic acrobatics, animal
moves and fun yoga games. It’s super fun, engaging
and open to children of all ages!
All Ages

15.30 - 16.00
Yoga with Bryony ... Explore Your Bodies,
Minds and Hearts

Founder of YogaBeez, Bryony Duckitt has been working
with children for over 20 years. Merging her passions
of Yoga & Montessori she shares her discoveries in
children’s classes and teacher trainings.
4 - 9 years

16.15 - 16.45
Feeling Great with Nicci Dhamu
A introduction to breath and how we can make
ourselves feel better and calmer through yoga, breath
work and chanting. Highly, experienced Nicci Dhamu
says “at the heart of your child’s development lies the
essence of yoga, improve their self confidence in a fun
and inspirational way to learn, love and grow”.
7 - 11 years

17.00 - 17.30
X-HAIL KIDS Meditation and Mindfulness
with Charlotte Collins

X-HAIL KIDS presents a fun and engaging journey to calm
and confidence. Learn how to fly, breathe and move just
like your favourite super hero with plenty of time to relax
and kick back too! Charlotte is the founder of X-HAIL KIDS a
modern meditation and mindfulness class which combines
ancient wisdom with all the stuff kids know and love!
Charlotte is joined by some of her training team.
4 - 12 years

SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER

FOOD FOR THE SOUL KITCHEN
Located in the main hall. Please arrive 5 - 10 minutes prior to start time.
Demos are available on a first come, first served basis.

Located in the Mind Body Soul Experience, admission free.

.45 - 11.15
10

Carbonara
with Chantelle Leach
A super simple but delicious pasta dish, this vegan carbonara is low in fat and
can be made in a gluten-free version too. Chantelle Leach is one of Vegan Life
Magazine’s own in house chefs. She works at the Vegan Life Kitchen to create
recipes for Vegan Life Magazine and PlantBased Magazine. FREE

Aubergine, Chickpea and Peanut
Butter Curry
with Nourishing Amy
Nourishing Amy, plant-based food blogger and recipe developer creates a
delicious, warming and vibrant Aubergine, Chickpea and Peanut Butter Curry
to make you glow from the inside out. The recipe is vegan, gluten-free and
packed with protein - perfect for a quick midweek meal or family dinner. FREE

.15 - 12.45
12

11

.3 0 - 1 2.00

Nut Milks and Energy Balls
with Edward Daniel
Edward demonstrates how easy it is to make nutritious homemade nut milks
and energy balls from a few choice ingredients. Why not learn to make your
own? Come and join him on this refreshing cooking demonstration. Edward is
a vegan chef, has a weekly recipe blog (www.ethivegan.com) and is author of
“Essence: The Beginner’s Guide to Veganism”. Edward was Chair of The Vegan
Society and is a passionate speaker on veganism. FREE

#poweredbynuzest Vegan
with Nourishing Amy
Nourishing Amy, a plant-based food blogger and recipe developer, shares
a delicious, easy and vibrant #poweredbynuzest vegan recipe that is a
perfect pre or post yoga treat to nourish you from the inside out. FREE

13

.45 - 14.15
13

.00 - 1 3.30

Orgasmic Food
with Seren Charrington-Hollins
Looking at how food and drink can be a wonderful and orgasmic experience.
We will demonstrate a mindful tea ceremony and will look at how even
the simplest of eating and drinking techniques can create inner, calm and
radiance. FREE

34

.30 - 15.00
14

Raw Organic Wild Green Juice
with Jon Dale
Each recipe will have mostly organic ingredients where possible, veganic is
what he promotes. It will also have some wild ingredients which have been
foraged by himself, seasonally and locally to where he lives in Cornwall or
where he has travelled. Also the ingredients are all raw, with all the plants
nutrients and enzymes intact for maximum nutrition and absorption into
the body. FREE

Sweet Sensations
with Keith Squires
Colourful vegetables make plant based food so exciting but it is not just
salads that express their vibrancy. They can be the basis of dessert and
sweet dishes too. Using vegetables like carrots, beetroot and spinach Keith
conjures up brightly coloured sweet and dessert dishes that taste as good
as they look. FREE

.00 - 16.30
16

15.
15 - 15.45

How to Ferment and
Create Great Bacteria for the Gut
with Edward Daniel

Edward shows how simple it is to make sauerkraut, Kombucha, water Kefir and
Nut Cheeses – and demonstrating the benefits of probiotics and prebiotics.
Edward is a vegan chef, has a weekly recipe blog (www.ethivegan.com) and is
author of “Essence: The Beginner’s Guide to Veganism”. Edward was Chair of
The Vegan Society and is a passionate speaker on veganism. FREE

Raw Organic Deep Purple Antioxidant Rich
Wild Smoothie
with Jon Dale

Jon Dale is a qualified food and beverage manager, specialising in healing
plant based vegan food with an emphasis on seasonal, vibrant, wild, living,
raw and organic ingredients for optimum nutrition and for the reversal
of disease. FREE

35

.45 - 17.15
16

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER

Panorama Workshop Room
Workshops cater for a range of abilities. Please check for class level.
Tickets for workshops can be purchased online at www.omyogashow.com
or from the workshop desk in main entrance on the day (subject to
availability). Mats are provided.

£10

10.30 - 12.00

Intermediates
& Advanced

To book visit omyogashow.com

Sunday Morning Arm Balance +
Inversion Party! With Jeff Phenix
It doesn’t matter if you can do any... or all of these postures
- as long as you want to give them a try with a playful
open and courageous heart! Options will be given as we
work towards your fullest expression of the poses and you
can work up to the stage appropriate for you on the day.
Face your fears and find out how to skilfully use gravity and
alignment rather than muscling into the postures…Be ready
to explore in more detail as we workshop and look at tips
and tricks and have fun rocking out to old classics like head
and hand stand, bakasana, pincha mayurasana and a
range of funky variations and ways of coming into them...
Also on the playlist will be more obscure gems that are
rarely covered in classes but we will get the time to build
up to in a workshop environment. e.g. visvamitrasana, eka
and dvihasta bhujasana, astavakrasana, mayurasana,
koundiyasana, ganda bherundasana, eka pada
galavasana and more! Lets get (upside) down and blow
those winter cob webs away with some of yoga’s most
exhilerating poses!

Admission £10

£15

12.15 - 13.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Stress Less with
Maya Fiennes
Why do we waste so much
time focusing on stress?
In this beautiful afternoon
retreat, Maya will use her
unique Kundalini method
which consists of; Kundalini
Kirya’s, Qi Gong, Thai Chi
and active mediation’s all
of which give you tools to
use in your everyday life.

Admission £15

£5

14.00 - 15.30

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Paiste Sound Bath
Experience the peace and
deep relaxation of sonic
meditation, in this exclusive
90 minute sound bath
session, presented courtesy
of Paiste Gongs. With over a
century of history developing
and producing high quality
gongs in their dedicated
North German workshop,
Paiste are a world leader
in the manufacture of
instruments for sound therapy
and meditation.

Admission £5

£10

16.00 - 17.00

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Cacao Ceremony &
Elemental Journey of
Dance with Sofia Barnes
with momma Sandra
Ceremonies are a way to gather and
honour life, it’s transitions, ebb and flow
and explore the part we play within this
rich tapestry. A powerful tool for bringing
you home to your own inner rhythm and
elemental nature. Joining together in
circle, to drink ceremonial grade cacao
in its most potent form, within a nutritious
concoction of plant medicine’s. All
supporting the release of endorphins and
happy hormones, inviting our hearts to
blossom. As we journey together, music
feeling us into movement as we dance
through each element. Ending with a
soothing sound bath.

Admission £10

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER

Palace Workshop Room
Workshops cater for a range of abilities. Please check for class level.
Tickets for workshops can be purchased online at www.omyogashow.com
or from the workshop desk in main entrance on the day (subject to
availability). Mats are provided.

£10

10.30 - 12.00

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Beyond Asana with
David Kam, Movement
for Modern Life
Join David Kam (@davidkamkw)
in his highly-acclaimed signature
masterclass which challenges how
we mindfully approach our physical
practice in this modern age. Journey
through an open level blueprint of
postures where opportunities for freeform movement will be presented.
As a community, we will celebrate
creativity and freedom of expression
to our desired scales of intensity from
the dynamic to the restorative calm.
A chance for us all to think outside the
mat, let go of limitations and let our
imaginations run wild!

Admission £10

£10

12.15 - 13.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Balancing the Hrit Chakra for
Heightened Consciousness
with Jane Clapham and
Shahn Ahmad
The Hrit chakra is said to be the seat of
intuition and sits within the heart chakra and
is powerful and essential to all seven main
chakras. In this session you will activate the
Hrit chakra and open your awareness to hear
the guidance of the universe or your ‘inner
teacher. This sequence will help strengthen
your inner voice and, by focusing on the
Hrit chakra, will bring you a sense of joy
and wellbeing, returning you to a place of
stillness… an inner sanctuary.

Admission £10

£15

14.00 - 15.30

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

How to Get High On Your Own
Supply with David Sye
Sexy, unapologetic movements combine with deep
delicious meditations from around the globe that will
leave you feeling refreshed, destressed and ready to
grab life by the balls. You’ll laugh more than you thought
possible and leave with such joy, you’ll wonder how you
ever managed without these before.

Admission £15

£8

15.45 -16.45

All Levels

To book visit omyogashow.com

Play, Learn, Laugh
& Grow with Rachel
Blunt, Azulfit
Looking for some serious yogic fun?
Ready for more advanced asanas,
but not quite sure how to get into
them? Let’s leave our inhibitions at
the door, embrace our inner OM
cover model, and come together
in this safe, supportive space to
celebrate the aesthetics of yoga!
Azulfit’s Rachel Blunt will guide
you, inspire you and empower
you to balance, bend safely
and confidently access some of
the more complex looking yoga
postures. With a well-lit pathway
and stepping stones to our goals,
it’s amazing what we can achieve.
Awaken new confidence,
embrace the fun and discover the
yoga within the gymnastics. This
class is for all levels who are looking
to find purpose and empowerment
within the play, as you discover
steps towards your next yoga
goal… or perhaps the next OM
cover shot!

Admission £8

Mats provided by

YogaStudio.co.uk

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER

MOVEMENT FOR MODERN LIFE OPEN CLASS
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00

All Levels

Acro Yoga - A Simplified Class with Sylvia Garcia
Come and play with this simple and fun acro yoga class taught by Sylvia
Garcia.

All Levels

11.15 - 11.45

Rocket Inspired Wake Up with Jonelle Lewis
A Rocket-yoga inspired vinyasa class. This yoga class is a well rounded
class focusing on hips, hamstrings and opening the back of the body.
Expect a dynamic but evenly paced class, with some intermediate/
advanced fiesty variations.

12.00 - 12.30

All Levels

Yoga for Kids with Jyoti Jo Manuel
Children are natural yogis - enjoy a moment at the festival to move, chant
and breathe. Children must not be left unattended in this class.

All Levels

12.45 - 13.15

Explore Your Power with Dylan Ayaloo
Ready to advance your power vinyasa yoga? A more intermediate/
advanced level yoga class focusing on balances, where you get to
explore your power! You’ll explore arm balances and firefly along with
some lovely back bending.

GET THESE FABULOUS TEACHERS DIRECT INTO YOUR HOME AT
MOVEMENTFORMODERNLIFE.COM. START YOUR FREE 14 DAY TRIAL TODAY.

13.30 - 14.00

All Levels

Athletic Artist - Playful movement:
Upper Body Focus with David Kam
An empowering, creative movement sequence to
mobilise the upper body from the neck and shoulders
down the entire arm line.

All Levels

14.15 - 14.45

Scaravelli Workshop: Shoulders & Upper Back
with Catherine Annis
We all love a good shoulder massage. Join this workshop-style Scaravelli
class to focus on creating more awareness in your upper back and
shoulder area. Learn to relax the arms, let go of the shoulders, and find
some more space and ease in your upper spine.

15.00 - 15.30

All Levels

Meet Yourself Here with Adrianna Zaccardi
Let Adrianna will guide you into stillness with breath, where you have the
opportunity to meet yourself exactly where you are. This restorative yoga
practice will support in arriving to a space of rest and acceptance.

All Levels

15.45 - 16.15

Heal-thy-Heart with Kiranjot
Deep from the medicine chest of Kundalini Yoga, Kiranjot will carefully
lead you through some simple profound practices to help heal
heartbreak. Working specifically on the heart chakra to restore your
inner peace and equanimity, leaving you feeling restored and rested.
Kiranjot is a birth doula and kundalini Yoga Teacher with 11+ years
experience leading people through transformative experiences. She
leads workshops and retreats all over Europe.

Sponsored by

MOVEMENTFORMODERNLIFE.COM

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Atmananda Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.45 - 11.15

All Levels

Utkarsha Yoga with Ashwin Pandya
Ashwin is a kriya yogi and he will demonstrate the Utkarsha Yoga evolutionary
healing to include breathing, and yoga postures. He will also explain the health
benefits and realization of the self possible with reference to the Bhagvad Gita.
Ashwin will also give a piano performance from 10am onwards.

All Levels

11.30 - 12.00

Open Level Atmananda Yoga Sequence
with Caroline Torino
This vinyasa flow class is designed for those who already have a basic
foundation of thought, breath, and movement. This class integrates all
7 groups of asanas, connected to the 7 chakras that will increase your
energy, release tension, and build your immune system.

12.15 - 12.45

All Levels

Yin Yoga with Manish Ramji
In this Yin based yoga class, Yogi Manish will take you through some asanas
where you will hold the poses for a slightly longer period than normal challenging yourself by focusing on the breath. He will add some Vinyasa
flows to get the heart rate up followed by a well deserved relaxation. Come
and join him for Pranayama, Yin & Vinyasa. - an all in one class....

Complete Beginners

13.00 - 13.30

Complete Beginners Atmananda Yoga
Sequence with Jhon Tamayo
This class is designed for the very very beginner that does not understand
anything about yoga and would like to learn how to start practicing yoga
on a daily basis. We will learn the 4 basic sun salutations as a foundation of
any good yoga practice.

KEEP YOUR MIND FRESH WITH YOGA
atmananda.com

13.45 - 14.15

All Levels

Yoga for Joy with Charlotta Martinus
We all want to be happy - it is our nature, this is what yoga teaches
us. So how? This group session will explore ways to find joy through
yoga postures, breathing, visualisation and other mystical yogic
techniques, join us to find out more!

All Levels

14.30 - 15.00

Open Level Atmananda Yoga Sequence
with Cristina Albadalejo
This vinyasa flow class is designed for those who already have a basic
foundation of thought, breath, and movement. This class integrates all
7 groups of asanas, connected to the 7 chakras that will increase your
energy, release tension, and build your immune system.

15.15 - 15.45

All Levels

Moving Fascia® with Ana Barretxeguren
Explore self myofascial release techniques and embodiment,
ready for you to use in your mat or in your teaching. Enhance
your practice through better range, alignment, ease and flow
of movement. Founder of Moving Fascia® a modular embodied
anatomy course. Owner of Evolve Movement Education, offering
a two year Comprehensive Pilates teacher training based at
Brighton Pilates Studio.

Beginner / Intermediates

16.00 - 16.30

Beginner/Intermediate
Atmananda Yoga Sequence
with Emily Wilkerson
This class is designed for those students who already
have a foundation of the basics of yoga in terms of
proper alignment and symmetry. This is for students who
would like to understand how the breath is moving
the body to more safely move deeper into their yoga
practice to develop strength, balance, and flexibility of
body, mind, and soul.

Sponsored by

®

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Open Class
®

All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.45 - 11.15

All Levels

Exploring Your Creativity with Ruth Wheeler
A seasonal exploration through yoga, creativity and essential oils and a
short art activity. We will tap into our creative being and “find our flow “
through breath movement and expression. Ruth is a well known Surrey
sculptor and yoga teacher. Through sharing her passion for nature, art and
yoga she has created a fusion of ‘yoga retreats with art ‘and ‘cultural art
holidays with yoga’.

All Levels

11.30 - 12.00

Partner Yoga Connection with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
Partner yoga includes flowing vinyasas, where students assist their partner in
each pose of the sequence like a playful dance, and poses of static and
dynamic symmetry where both students utilise the strength and sensitivity of
one another.

12.15 - 12.45

Beginners

A Beautiful and Elegant Acroyoga Flow
with Acroyoga Sanctuary
Acroyoga is primarily an artistic exploration of body movement, combining
yoga with acrobatics. This specific form enhances body awareness,
balance, strength and flexibility. It also encompasses trust building,
communication and a sense of unity. No partner necessary.

All Levels

13.00 - 13.30

Mindful Vinyasa with Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
Emphasis on complete muscular relaxation and comfort are emphasized to
achieve a quiet state of mind and body – deepening the posture through
acceptance and letting go with the breath.

13.45 - 14.15

All Levels

Flexibility Flow with Vanessa Bagge
Flexibility Flow class will focus on mobility stretching encouraging every
movement to flow into each other, helping the client to understand
their bodies as they increase their range of motion. Vanessa Bagge is
an international presenter, she is an XPERT Trainer and is a professional
performer. She has indepth Anatomy knowledge and will help you work
through your flexibility flow class.

All Levels

14.30 - 15.00

Lunar Mantra Flow with Sonal Thakrar
Connect to Self as we FLOW through a slow deep Lunar Practice,
skydiving in love, openness, surrender with LIVE vibrational Sacred
Chants. Heartfelt and intuitive; transformational in unlimited playfulness.

15.15 - 15.45

All Levels

An After Work Yoga Practice to Reset!
With Esha Kansal
An after work yoga session, the perfect practice to help you
unwind and recenter after your working day! Including asanas
(postures), pranayama (breathing techniques) and meditation.
Esha strives to share the essence of yoga as a holistic practice, a
practice applicable each and every day, as a way of being- she
continues to practice in Manchester, London and India.

All Levels

16.00 - 16.30

Daydream Flow with
Athina Tamaresi,
BodyHoliday, Saint Lucia
This well-rounded evening class infuses
activation of senses with music set to the
pace of an inspired Vinyasa Flow. Perfect
to ease away the day and prepare you
for a restful night’s sleep.

Sponsored by

®

®

thebodyholiday.com

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00

All Levels

Vedic Teachings: The Roots of Yoga
with Rachel Porquet-Chanmugam
Let’s add a gentle spiritual approach into our yogic experience! Because
we can significantly deepen our practice by focusing on additional aspects,
other than just only asanas, breath and meditation. Rachel is a French
certified Kundalini yoga teacher.

All Levels

11.15 - 11.45

Mudras for Modern Living Launch Class
with Swami Saradananda
Mudras: yoga hand gestures to direct prana (subtle energy) into
healthier channels; they can transform your life. Class includes mudras +
exercises to release tension from hands, enhance yoga practice.
Swami Saradananda is an internationally-renowned yoga and
meditation teacher who inspires you to want to practise. Her
classes are practical as well as theoretical in
nature – and always enlightening!

12.00 - 12.30

All Levels

Durga Power Flow with Kirsty Gallagher
A strong, playful, empowering practice to find your inner Durga, the fierce
warrior goddess of protection and inner strength who offers constant
guidance and courage. Join Kirsty Gallagher for a workshop to find your
true warrior strength and power.

All Levels

12.45 - 13.15

Pregnancy Yoga with Ayurvedic
Principles with Tina Toft
We will discuss the importance of introducing Ayurveda, diet,
hypno-birthing & deep relaxation as a support throughout
pregnancy, using the yoga practice to invest in the Mother’s
wisdom of her body.

Connecting the World to Wellness
mindbodyonline.com

13.30 - 14.00

Beginners and Intermediates

Playing with Balance
with Lydiana Abbott
A class designed to test our balance and
coordination, using strength and flexibility
to get us there. Expect Eagle Pose to
Flying Pigeon.

All Levels

14.15 - 14.45

Playful Peak Poses
with Sarah Grogan, Fierce Calm
Fierce Calm Ambassador. 680 hours teacher including FRC mobility
training. After 8 years in the city as a stockbroker, Sarah left it all to
follow her heart and pursue a life of Yoga. Sarah is passionate about
helping others find the moving meditation within the flow, focusing on
breath, strength, flexibility and mindfulness in equal measure. Sarah’s
class will be a playful peak pose sequence, designed to encourage
and challenge in unison.

15.00 - 15.30

All Levels

Slow & Steady with Matthew Harding
Take time to enjoy each moment on the journey during this
considered and reflective functional flow that will get you
out of your head and into your body.

All Levels

15.45 - 16.15

Authentic Indian Hatha Yoga with Ravi Dixit
A Hatha Yoga class, as taught in India, with Pranayama breathing, asana and
mantra. This authentic yoga class by Ravi has a focus on connecting breath
with movement to bring harmony to body and mind. Ravi is the owner of Ravi
Yoga Retreat in Goa and has been teaching thousands of students in India
and UK. He is a modern yogi, passionate about making traditional Indian Yoga
understandable for everyone.

Sponsored by

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Equipment Area
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive 5-10
minutes prior to start. Mats and equipment will be provided.

11.00 - 12.00

All Levels

Return to Bliss
with Emma Leaf,
Infinite Energy Yoga
Experience your whole self as bliss
with flow and expansion. Breath of
bliss is a profound healing practice of
pranayama, vital life force for presence
and awakening. Learn how to deepen
your intention to thrive through your
body, radiantly out to all of life. With the
help of bolsters and straps let’s stretch
out to expand, breathe deep and open
to bliss.

12.30 - 13.30

All Levels

Nourish Your Body
and Mind with Harriet
McAtee, Fierce Calm
CEO of YogaQuota, one of Fierce
Calm’s charity partners. 500 hour
teacher with training that includes
accessible yoga training and refugee
awareness training. Harriet’s class
will emphasise on embracing and
nourishing our bodies and minds with a
focus on inclusive embodied alignment,
strong biomechanics and fun.

WE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE
yogastudio.co.uk

14.00 - 15.00

All Levels

Heart Felt Yin with Jonelle
Lewis and Christine
Vogler, Fierce Calm
Join us for a deep dive yin yoga
class as a path to self acceptance,
self care and self love. We will work
with long hold poses to open up the
entire body with a focus on the area
around the heart. Bringing together
practices from the tantric, daoist and
sahanic traditions we will use these as
a pathway to healing. The practice
will include mantra, meditation, mudra
and pranayama accompanies by
alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls. The
intention behind this class is to cultivate
more love, acceptance, care and
compassion for ourselves by doing
practices that restore the whole body
and balance the heart energy. Come
fall more deeply in love with yourself.

15.30 - 16.30

All Levels

HIIT Pilates with Carolyn
Jikiemi-Roberts
When you use Pilates principles and
add music, bands and blocks, you
get an amazing combination of
strength and flexibility. Your core
is worked to the max and you
experience your determination
when you least expect it. In this class
we will use Pilates principles coupled
with short bursts of exercise, to take
you muscles to their maximum
capabilities and then just when you
thought it was all over, you will do it
again. You work your cardiovascular
system, your respiratory system
and your strength all combined to
achieve maximum results from your
time on the mat. This is a fun session
and one not to miss. We will finish the
class with Yin Yang providing you
with deep stretches and ,movement
to restore your status quo and calm
and relax you.

Sponsored by

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Hero Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.45 - 11.15 Tantric Numerology, Kundalini

Yoga and The Ten Bodies with
Roisin Allana Kiernan

ALL LEVELS

Life is happening for you, not to
you. Come and confirm your
soul’s strengths and challenges in
this lifetime. Learn how to step up
to your destiny – to Embody Your
Soul Purpose.

11.30 - 12.00 Accessible Yoga Foundation -

Making Yoga Accessible
with Nichola Selby-Allen
and Caelia Butcher

ALL LEVELS

Creative courses utilising chairs, props
and adapted sequences developing
your confidence and repertoire as
a teacher, carer or yoga enthusiast
and for those with chronic illness and
limited mobility.

12.15 - 12.45 Let Go and Flow

with Radhika Nanalal

ALL LEVELS

Raise your vibration one breath at
a time in this 30 min journey linking
breath and movement. Join Radhi as
she guides you through your vinyasa
practice. Class sponsored by PYLGRYM
(Stand H18).

13.00 - 13.30 Open Your Hips, Release Tension

and Unlock Emotional Energy with
Karolina Jaczewska, Yatay Yoga

ALL LEVELS

Yatay was born from its founder’s
love for unlocking potential. Use this
moment to unlock yours with an
experience in dynamic hip opening,
releasing tension and accessing
untapped emotional energy.

13.45 - 14.15 Dynamic Vinyasa Flow

with Kelly-Rhian Scott

ALL LEVELS

Come join Kelly-Rhian in a Dynamic
Vinyasa flow! Prepare to elevate
your awareness and engage every
muscle in your body while improving
your strength, endurance, and
flexibility. This full-body flow is designed
specifically to help you move with
freedom and ease as you deepen
your range of motion.

14.30 - 15.00 Looking Within the Stillness : A Yin

Practice with Aminta Gagnon

ALL LEVELS

This Yin class is designed to allow you
to re-connect back into your body
and emotions, to seek out what you
are holding on to and give you the
space to release what is no longer
serving you.

15.15 - 15.45 Taming Your Dragon

with Louise Hebblewhite

Come on Warriors, come tame your
Dragon. It’s a battle of wills, your wants,
your desires, your purpose. A Workshop
to leaving you feeling Fizzy and fulfilled.
ALL LEVELS

16.00 - 16.30 Love your Chakras

with Paula Mayura

Unite mind, body and soul to unveil
mysticism and reveal truths about
these magical portals that link the
inner and outer worlds.
ALL LEVELS

SUBSCRIBE at stand H1

PLUS
FREE
Go

receive a
odie bag

WORTH £40*

Subscribe to OM Yoga Magazine
at the show at stand H1 and save over 30%
12 issues £39.99 plus receive a free goodie bag worth over £40*
OR 6 issues only £19.99

ommagazine.com
* Goodie bag only available with 12 issue subscription

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Warrior Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00 Sunday Rehab with Kelly McHugh
Twist and shake it out to feel good
tunes and feel rejuvenated, restored
and energised! Kelly McHugh is the
founder of Good Yoga Life, a yoga
events and retreats company.
ALL LEVELS

with David Sye

Getting high on your own supply,
hilarity and celebrating community
are the trademarks of Yogabeats.
Experience yoga like never before and
fall in love with yourself all over again
with this wild and unique experience.

®
12.00 - 12.30 The GYROKINESIS Method with

Jane Von Bieberstein

ALL LEVELS

with Nevşah

You can feel happy, fulfilled and in
love 24 hours a day and 7 days a
week, throughout your whole life! But
only if you change your breathing
habits.
ALL LEVELS

11.15 - 11.45 The Infamous Yogabeats Rave

ALL LEVELS

14.15 - 14.45 Fundamentals To Breathing

The GYROKINESIS® Method addresses
the body on a physical, energetic and
emotional level. It focuses on a deep
3-dimensional strength and flexibility of
the spine and limbs using rhythm and
breath to support the process.

15.00 - 15.30 Flow Yoga with Caroline Tautz
Caroline teaches a slow, mindful class
with flowing sequences. The class
includes sun salutations, standing and
seated poses with breath awareness
to relax, focus and stretch the whole
body.
ALL LEVELS

15.45 - 16.15 Hip and Heart Opening Flow

with Natalia Mihailovska

Flowing Vinyasa practice where one
posture is linked to the next through the
breath encouraging a seamless and
dance-like thread of movement.
ALL LEVELS

12.45 - 13.15 Shiva Shambo Magestic Flow

with Jake Duval & Danielle Baker

ALL LEVELS

Join Danielle & Jake as they break
boundaries and step fearlessly into the
expansive energy of the Shiva Shambo
mantra. Expect energetic yoga flow,
live DJ sounds and the dynamic power
of Shiva.

13.30 - 14.00 Thai Restorative

with Natasha De Grunwald

ALL LEVELS

Thai Massage is often still and slow
- in this unique session Natasha de
Grunwald will teach some restorative
Thai yoga massage poses to apply to
your partner’s body. We will look at
performing stretches for the legs, back
and shoulders.

Mats provided by

YogaStudio.co.uk

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Open Class
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

10.30 - 11.00 Heart Opening Vinyasa

with Rachel Park

ALL LEVELS

Join Rachel (@edenhotyoga) on
the mat for a heart opening vinyasa
flow class. You’ll move continuously,
invigorating your entire body and mind
from the inside out, and feel all-over
energised by the final savasana!

11.15 - 11.45 Hypno-Mind Meditation

(Don’t Stress Your Life Away)
with Heide Ziegenbein

ALL LEVELS

A highly effective new method using a
potent blend of awareness meditation,
visualisation, and hypnosis. It will guide
you into a state of relaxation, enabling
you to access your untapped stores
of self-confidence, self-esteem, and
emotional resilience.

12.00 - 12.30 Sacred Mantra Medicine

with Siri Sadhana Kaur

14.15 - 14.45 Experience Self-Love

with Kundalini Yoga with
Dev Ajeet Kaur

ALL LEVELS

15.00 - 15.30 Positive Power Flow

with Jessica Janusz

ALL LEVELS

You’ll be guided through a dynamic
sequence leaving you feeling
empowered and energized. Bring
awareness inside and work on strength
& flexibility in body and mind through
empowering asanas and movements.

15.45 - 16.15 Finding Strength in Asana

with Zoe Knott

Chanting from the heart changes
our inner landscape and heals and
connects us to our innate and true
nature. Everyone welcome.
ALL LEVELS

Go deep within and swim in the
ocean of self-love. When you tap into
the inner source of infinite energy your
consciousness vibrates the bountiful,
blissful and beautiful essence of
your soul.

ALL LEVELS

We will enjoy an all round physical
practice with a focus on empowering
with strength. Zoe is a BWY teacher
trainer with over 35 years experience. Her
fundamental approach is to build strength
as the cornerstone of practice and from
there all poses become possible.

12.45 - 13.15 Healing Flow, to Deep Relaxation

with Ali King

ALL LEVELS

Send energy through your body,
working with the healing arts of a
moving energy Hatha flow. Flow
through cat/cows with hip circles, a
gentle bhujangasana sequence an
energy shifting skater, and child’s pose.

13.30 - 14.00 Energy Flow - “Soft Flow - Unwind

& Release” With Yan Sophokleous

ALL LEVELS

Breathe, open your body, then release
the position into the next posture!
This approach will help your mind
and body to unwind, releasing the
stress and tension held deep within.
Experience the powerful releases,
whilst enjoying the freedom within
the movements!

Mats provided by
YogaStudio.co.uk

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
Yoga Lecture Area
All Yoga Open Classes are FREE to attend and are suitable for ALL LEVELS unless
otherwise stated. Admission is on a first come first served basis. Please arrive at the
Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start. Mats will be provided in this area.

11.00 - 11.30
Yoga Ritual for Work - Life Balance with
Sinead Duffy

14.00 - 14.30
Tips to Run a
Successful Yoga
Yoga Rituals are an underused way to bring
Retreat with Jo and
your practice into your day. Yogandha founder
Dom De Rosa
Sinead Duffy will teach how Fragrant Ritual will
bring Calm and Balance to your every day
both on & off the mat.

11.45 - 12.15
Bringing Patanjali to Life
with Wendy Haring

A talk on the importance of Patanjali’s
Yoga Sutras in the 21st century to all yoga
practitioners. To demonstrate that there is so
much more contained within the yoga sutras
than ashtanga yoga.

12.30 - 13.00
Eat Your Way to
Mental Well-Being
with Izzy Kirkby
Mental health
problems are
rising in the
UK but many
are unaware
of the missing
link between
the gut and
the brain that
could be playing
a role in this. Izzy
will be explaining the
connection between our
digestive and brain health
as well as combining information on the latest
scientific research with practical naturopathic
tips to improve your mental wellbeing.

13.15 - 13.45
Daily and Seasonal Rhythms in Ayurveda
with Anu Paavola

Ayurveda provides a conceptual framework
for timing of meals and choice of food items
in any specific phase in time. This framework
determines what is the most appropriate action
to take. Anu Paavola is the owner of Jivita
Ayurveda spa and clinic and the founder of
Jivita Academy of Ayurveda training therapists,
nutritionists and practitioners in this natural art
of healing.

Jo and Dom hosted
many retreats over
the last few years and
know what makes a
retreat successful. They
will share their top tips for
an effortless debut retreat,
or to improve what you are
already offering.

14.45 - 15.15
Breathing Optimally to Alleviate
Anxiety and Optimise Your Metabolism
with Janie Larmour

80% of us breath at 30% of our capacity. We
develop bad breathing habits from tight
clothing, holding in our gut etc. Learn to breath
properly to make sure your metabolism is
working and calm anxiety. Janie from Australia
has been teaching yoga for 20 years.

15.30 - 16.00
Taking Yoga Off the Mat with Kat Farrants
How do making shapes help us for the other
23 hours of the day? We all know that we
‘do yoga’ in a series of postures on a mat
in a studio. We know that meditation and
mindfulness are done cross legged in a
peaceful room. But how do we bring the
learnings we’ve made on our mat and in
our studios into real life? Join Kat, Founder of
Movement for Modern Life to talk about how
yoga becomes a Movement.

16.15 - 16.45
Superpower Your Everyday Self Care
With Yoga with Cathy Bailey
Self care can take us from feeling grotty
to good, and from good to great.
Yoga is such a huge part of so many
people’s self care, but how do we
bring it off our mat into something
we do everywhere? Join Cathy
Bailey, founder of Office Om, for an
exploration of how we can make self
care our superpower and bring more
yoga into every day life

MANCHESTER

24th, 25th & 26th April 2020
EventCity, Manchester
M17 8AS (sat nav)

omyogashow.com

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER
YogaBeez Open Class
All children’s sessions are FREE to attend. Admission is on a first come first served
basis. Please arrive at the Yoga Open Class area 5-10 minutes prior to start time.
Children cannot be left unattended

11.00 - 11.30
Feeling Great with Nicci Dhamu
A introduction to breath and how we can
make ourselves feel better and calmer through
yoga, breath work and chanting. Highly,
experienced Nicci Dhamu says “at the heart
of your child’s development lies the essence
of yoga, improve their self confidence in a fun
and inspirational way to learn, love and grow”.
7 - 11 years

11.45 - 12.15
Yoga with Bryony and the Beez ... Explore
Your Bodies, Minds and Hearts

12.30 - 13.00
Yotism - Yoga for Autism with Veronika
Pena de la Jara

YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and
Montessori to empower, exercise and educate
the WHOLE child. Move and meditate, learn
and laugh, relax and restore, breathe and
bee. Founder of YogaBeez, Bryony Duckitt has
been working with children for over 20 years.
Merging her passions of Yoga & Montessori she
shares her discoveries in children’s classes and
teacher trainings.
All Ages

This yoga class will introduce you to Yotism’s
neuro-sensory yoga for autism method and
restorative reflex yoga practice. Our short
sequence will introduce the participant to
understanding how we can make the magic
of yoga accessible to anyone, especially
those with neuro-diversity or sensory processing
differences.
All Ages

Sponsored by

yogabeez.com

13.15 - 13.45
Yoga with Bryony and the Beez ... Explore Your
Bodies, Minds and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and Montessori
to empower, exercise and educate the WHOLE child.
Move and meditate, learn and laugh, relax and
restore, breathe and bee. Founder of YogaBeez,
Bryony Duckitt has been working with children for over
20 years. Merging her passions of Yoga & Montessori
she shares her discoveries in children’s classes and
teacher trainings.
All Ages

14.00 - 14.30
Special Yoga Session with Rani Arduino
Special Yoga’s Rani Arduino will lead a yoga session for
children aged 4-10. Stretch, breath, chant and relax giving children the much needed tools for self care.
4 - 10 years

14.45 - 15.15
Yoga with Bryony ... Explore Your Bodies, Minds
and Hearts
YogaBeez combines yoga, mindfulness and Montessori
to empower, exercise and educate the WHOLE child.
Move and meditate, learn and laugh, relax and
restore, breathe and bee. Founder of YogaBeez,
Bryony Duckitt has been working with children for over
20 years. Merging her passions of Yoga & Montessori
she shares her discoveries in children’s classes and
teacher trainings.
4 - 9 years

15.30 - 16.00
Family Yoga with Rainbow Yoga

Come to play and connect with your children and
family! It’s always more fun to do yoga together.
Stretch farther than you can on your own, balance
in new ways together and enjoy an interactive family
yoga session for all generations!
All Ages

16.15 - 16.45
X-HAIL KIDS Meditation and Mindfulness
with Charlotte Collins

X-HAIL KIDS presents a fun and engaging journey to
calm and confidence. Learn how to fly, breathe and
move just like your favourite super hero with plenty
of time to relax and kick back too! Charlotte is the
founder of X-HAIL KIDS a modern meditation and
mindfulness class which combines ancient wisdom with
all the stuff kids know and love! Charlotte is joined by
some of her training team.
4 - 12 years

SUNDAY 20TH OCTOBER

FOOD FOR THE SOUL KITCHEN
Located in the main hall. Please arrive 5 - 10 minutes prior to start time.
Demos are available on a first come, first served basis.

Located in the Mind Body Soul Experience, admission free.

.45 - 11.15
10

OUMPH! Caesar Salad
with Chantelle Leach
Using delicious Oumph! pieces, Chantelle will show you hot to make a
super speedy Caesar Salad with a quick and tasty dressing. Chantelle
Leach is one of Vegan Life Magazine’s own in house chefs. She works
at the Vegan Life Kitchen to create recipes for Vegan Life Magazine
and PlantBased Magazine. FREE

Raw Organic Wild ‘Mock Tuna’
with Jon Dale
Each recipe will have mostly organic ingredients where possible, veganic is
what he promotes. It will also have some wild ingredients which have been
foraged by himself, seasonally and locally to where he lives in Cornwall or
where he has travelled. Also the ingredients are all raw, with all the plants
nutrients and enzymes intact for maximum nutrition and absorption into
the body. FREE

11

.3 0 - 1 2.00

.15 - 12.45
12

Ayurvegan Cookery Demo
with Keith Squires
In ayurvegan cooking the spices are not just for taste. They are also
used to enhance digestion. Ayurvedic cuisine is also called the cooking
of the six tastes. Keith explains the nature of the tastes, how to savour
them and the effect they have on your digestion and health. FREE

Plant-Based Lunches
with Aimee Ryan and
Harriet Emily
Aimee & Harriet show you how to make
super easy, make-ahead plant-based lunches
that are healthy and taste amazing. FREE

13

.0 0 - 1 3.30
44

.45 - 14.15
13

Raw Organic Wild Green Pesto
with Jon Dale

Jon Dale is a qualified food and beverage manager, specialising in healing
plant based vegan food with an emphasis on seasonal, vibrant, wild, living,
raw and organic ingredients for optimum nutrition and for the reversal
of disease. FREE

Healing Plants
with Juliette Bryant
Join Juliette Bryant as she reveals her top ways to achieve optimum
health through a plant based diet. Juliette will explode some of the
incredible doorstep superfoods and how to use them in every day life.
FREE

14

.15 - 15.45
15

.3 0 - 1 5.00

Food for your Mood
with Darius Desouza
Darius Desouza is a plant-based food blogger, recipe developer and
content creator and is presenting in partnership with Nuzest. Darius has
a passion to create nutrient dense food which aim to restore our bodies
to their naturally happy state, without compromising on taste. Come and
try his #poweredbynuzest recipes and get loads of energy and inspiration
about how to use food to lift your mood. FREE

Superfood Nutrtion
For Yogis
with Juliette Bryant
Join Juliette Bryant as she reveals the
transformation benefits of a plant based
yoga diet to help bring greater flexibility,
stamina and inner peace. FREE

16
45

.0 0 - 1 6.30

Reverse the
CYCLE

VISIT
healthy2u.co.uk/
enna and quote
OMSHOW for
25% oﬀ

Eco-friendly and good for your body, menstrual cups
are theideal choice for today’s wellness warrior.

T

he recent news reports surrounding
the war on plastic is changing the way
we consume and dispose of products.
Images shown on wildlife programs have
also highlighted the devastating eﬀects
plastic is having on sea life.

Plastic Consumption
Every year, more than 45bn feminine hygiene products
are disposed of globally and in just one day, Ocean
Conservancy volunteers collected nearly 30,000 used
tampons and applicators on the world’s beaches
(International Coastal Cleanup, 2013). This is especially
worrying as this waste is now finding its way into the
food chain as marine life are being found containing
plastic bags, tampons, pads and panty-liners. In recent
years, menstrual cups have revolutionised the way
women use sanitary products and are not only good
for your body, but also the planet. If you’ve not already
heard of them, they’re essentially bell-shaped cups
that are inserted internally in the vaginal canal and
collect, rather than absorb, menstrual flow. If you’ve
never used a menstrual cup before, the Enna Cycle is
ideal; it comes in a twin pack, complete with a storage
device, which allows you to sterilise the cup and store
it hygienically, and it is also available with an applicator
to make insertion easier.

Sea change
Enna Cycle can totally remove the need to dump
used sanitary products in landfill sites as they are
reusable – all you need to do is simply wash them
with warm soapy water and they’re ready to use
again. For this reason, they’re also cost eﬀective;
Enna Cycle menstrual cups, for example, will last for
10 years, saving you trips down the sanitary aisle at
the supermarket. The medical grade silicone is free
from chemical substances and keeps your body’s pH
in perfect harmony. This is at odds with traditional

menstrual products, the absorbency of tampons, for
example, can upset the natural balance of the vagina,
which can lead to discomfort, itching, rashes and
infections. Tampons can also leave microscopic fibres
in the vaginal tissue, causing tiny cuts and creating
a breeding ground for the bacteria that can cause
Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS). Not only this, but many
tampons, pads and liners are bleached white by
manufacturers, a process that creates a chemical called
dioxin, which is a known carcinogen and been linked to
health problems, such as immune system suppression,
and reproductive issues.

Experts choice
Co-Founder Maddy Lloyd of
www.itsyourperiod.com said “the Enna Cup is
our biggest selling menstrual cup and proving a
popular choice with young women” Itsyourperiod.
com is dedicated to providing period products which
are ‘kinda to your vagina’ and the environment.

Parent power
Each year, up to 300,000 young women start
menstruation and this is a perfect opportunity for
parents to oﬀer their daughters an alternative to
conventional sanitary protection.
Enna Cycle packs are sold at health food stores across
the UK.

Buy one ticket
get one free
Purchase tickets here:

bit.ly/241offervll
(Valid until 31st October 2019)

VEGAN
FOOD
FOR THE

MASSES
14 – 15 March, 2020
Alexandra Palace
London N22 7AY

CLOTH TOTE BAGS

Cloth tote bags are available
from the FRONT DESK

UK company
selling iconic
Aussie brands,
Liquido Active Yoga
Pants and Bonds
babywear
@littlewonderclothing

Find us
at unit B4

www.littlewonderclothing.com

Horseback riding
SW Alentejo

10% OFF

Azores

affybale.com

October
TABLE: Friday 20th
WORKSHOP TIME

Panorama
Workshop Room

11.00 – 12.00

12.00 -13.00

& Outer
The Power of Inner
Alignment with

14.00 – 15.00

13.00 – 14.00

Love yoga with
£10

Randalle!

15.00 – 16.00

16.00 – 17.00

Hippy Arm Balances
with Michael Eley
£10

2017

17.00 – 18.00

Essential Oils in
and
Complementary
Holistic Therapy
with Irina Wolf
and Liana Babin
£7

18.00 – 21.00

Sacred Geometry
Vinyasa with Benjamin
Sears and DJ Goldie
£20

Yogi Ashokananda
£10

Palace
Workshop Room

Blend your favourite
fruits, Vegetables, or
Protein Powders ON
THE GO. No Cables,
No Plugs, No Wires,
No Fuss. Perfect for
work, gym, home,
camping, baby food,
school, travel etc
£29.99 ONLY

PROMO CODE:
OMYS_2019WOR

Plan your visit at the show
Download your easy to use timetable

Londesborough
Workshop Room

Welcome to AffyBaLe!

@wideoceanretreat

Best Yoga Retreats
in Portugal

Yogis
Handstands for
with Sylvia Garcia
£8

The Sacred Dance
of Thai Yoga
Massage with

yoga Practice with
Power up your
Isaac
Pilates! With Jamie
£5

Safe and Sexy Backbends
Dylan Ayaloo
£7

Ralf Marzen
£5

For our Free Open

with

twist – Jivamukti
Get the gist – let’s
Kwiatkowski
Yoga with Andrea
£8

Sports Yoga – Understanding
The Body Athletic
with Sarah Ramsden
£5

Rachel Cox
Om & Bass with
and Lewis Cutler
£8

– Upper
Back to Back Yoga
& Breath
Core Awareness
with Elena Voyce
£8

Showguide
e download the
Class times pleas

18th, 19th & 20th October

2019

Alexandra Palace, London
N22 7AY
omyogashow.com

Visit omyogashow.com for all your downloads

